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PREFACE

The High-Speed Research Program and NASA Langley Research Center
sponsored the NASA High-Speed Research Program Sonic Boom Workshop
on September 11-13, 1995. The workshop was designed to bring together
NASA's scientists and engineers and their counterparts in industry, other
Government agencies, and academia working in the sonic boom element of

NASA's High-Speed Research Program. Specific objectives of this workshop
were to: .(1) report the progress and status of research in sonic boom
propagation, acceptability, and design; (2) promote and disseminate this
technology within the appropriate technical communities; (3) help promote
synergy among the scientists working in the Program; and (4) identify

technology pacing the development of viable reduced-boom High-Speed Civil
Transport concepts.

The Workshop was organized in four sessions as follows:

Session I Sonic Boom Propagation (Theoretical)

Session II Sonic Boom Propagation (Experimental)

Session III Acceptability Studies - Human and Animal

Session IV Configuration Design, Analysis and Testing

Sessions I to III are published in NASA Conference Publication 3335,
July 1996.

Session IV is published in this publication.

Conference Chairman Daniel G. Baize, NASA Langley Research Center
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A WItlTIIAM-THEORY SONIC-BOOM ANALYSIS OF TIIE TU-144

AIRCRAFT AT A MACH NUMBER OF 2.2

Robert J. Mack

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

SUMMARY

NASA became interested in the Tu- 144 aircraft when it was offered for use as a "flying

testbed" to study operating characteristics of a supersonic-cruise commercial airplane. In addition

to the other operational tests being conducted on the Tu- 144 aircraft, it was proposed that two sets

of sonic-boom pressure signature measurements be made. One set of tests would consist of

ground-level pressure measurements. The second set would be measurements of pressures under

the Tu- 144 aircraft in cruise. Pressure gages would be required for this second set of tests:

measuring ambient and differential pressures in the flow field of a Tu-144 cruising at supersonic

speeds. The range of these gages had to be determined well in advance of the scheduled flights so

that they could be installed and calibrated.

To satisfy these requirements, Whitham theory was used to obtain predictions of the Tu-144

sonic-boom characteristics. At a separation distance of 500 feet below the aircraft, the nose-

shock overpressure was estimated to be about 8.8 psf. For pressure gage selection purposes, a

safety factor of 10-percent, increasing the nose-shock strength to 9.7 psf, was considered prudent

because the separation distance was only about 5.3 span lengths and the nose shock was fairly

strong. This nose-shock strength dropped to about 5.4 psf at a separation distance of 1000 feet,

almost 10.6 span lengths, below the aircraft. The ground-level pressure signature was also

predicted in this study. It was estimated that an N-wave pressure signature would be generated
with a nose shock strength of about 2.0 psf when the Tu-144 aircraft cruised at a Mach number of

2.2, an altitude of 61,000 feet, and a weight of 350,000 pounds.

It was found, from an examination of the aircraft's F-function, that the predicted pressure

signatures at distances 500 and 1000 feet below the cruising aircraft as well as on the ground were

strongly influenced by the size and location of the engine nacelle inlets. These components

generated volume and interference-lift disturbances that rivaled the magnitude of the disturbances
from the aircraft's nose, fuselage-wing junction, and wing leading-edge crank at a cruise Mach

number of 2.2 and a cruise weight of 350,000 pounds. This observation explained why the

predicted signatures were almost N-wave in shape at 500 and 1000 feet separation distances, and

completely N-wave in shape on the ground.
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After thisanalysiswasunderway,the in-llight sonic-boompressuremeasurementsegmentof
theTu-144testswascancelled.However,theseWhitham-theorypressure-signaturepredictions
couldbeusefulascomparisonswith pressure-signaturepredictionsobtainedfrom Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or other methods.

INTRODUCTION

Officially, the Tu-144 was the first supersonic-cruise, passenger-carrying aircraft to enter

commercial service. Design, construction, and testing were Carried out by the Soviet Union, flight

certification was by the Soviet Union, and the only regular passenger flights were scheduled and

flown across the territory of the Soviet Union. Although it was not introduced to international

passenger service, there were many significant engineering accomplishments achieved in the

design, production, and flight of this aircraft.
Development of the aircraft began with a prototype stage. Systematic testing and redesign led

to a production aircraft in discrete stages that measurably improved the performance of the
aircraft from the starting concept to final aircraft certification. It flew in competition with the

English-French Concorde for a short time, but was withdrawn from national commercial service

due to a lack of interest by airlines outside the Soviet Union.

NASA became interested in the Tu-144 aircraft when it was offered for use as a flying

"testbed" in the study of operating characteristics of a supersonic-cruise commercial airplane.

Since it had been in supersonic-cruise service, the Tu- 144 had operational characteristics similar

to those anticipated in the conceptual aircraft designs being studied by the United States aircraft

companies.
In addition to the other operational tests being conducted on the Tu-144 aircraft, it was

proposed that two sets of sonic-boom pressure signature measurements be made. The first set
would be made on the ground, using techniques and devices similar to those in reference 1 and

many other subsequent studies. A second set would be made in the air with an instrumented

aircraft flying close under the Tu-144 in supersonic flight. Such in-flight measurements would

require pressure gages that were capable of accurately recording the flow-field overpressures

generated by the Tu-144 at relatively close distances under the vehicle. Therefore, an analysis of
the Tu- 144 was made to obtain predictions of pressure signature shape and shock strengths at

cruise conditions so that the range and characteristics of the required pressure gages could be

determined well in advance of the tests.
Cancellation of the sonic-boom signature measurement part of the tests removed the need for

these pressure gages. Since CFD methods would be used to analyze the aerodynamic performance
of the Tu-144 and make similar pressure signature predictions, the relatively quick and simple

Whitham-theory pressure signature predictions presented in this paper could be used for

comparisons.
Pressure signature predictions of sonic-boom disturbances from the Tu- 144 aircraft were

obtained from geometry derived from a three-view description of the production aircraft,

reference 2. The geometry was used to calculate aerodynamic performance characteristics at

supersonic-cruise conditions. These characteristics and Whitham/Walkden sonic-boom theory,
references 3 and 4, were employed to obtain F-functions and flow-field pressure signature

predictions at a Mach number of 2.2, at a cruise altitude of 61,000 feet, and at a cruise weight of

2



350,000 pounds. Near-field pressure signatures at separation distances of 500 and IOOf) feet

(5.3 and 10.6 span lengths) below the aircraft at supersonic-cruise conditions were also predicted.

These pressure signatures would have provided data for the estimation of pressure gage sizes.
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SYMBOLS

equivalent area, ft 2

lift coefficient

nacelle-wing interference-lift coefficient

wing-alone lift coefficient

Whitham F-function with parameter y, ft 1/2

altitude, ft

effective length of the aircraft, ft

Mach number

overpressure due to aircraft pressure disturbances, psf

time duration of the pressure signature measured relative to the arrival of a Mach wave

from the nose, see

aircraft weight, Ib

effective distance in the longitudinal direction, ft

Whitham F-function effective-length parameter, ft

aircraft angle of attack at cruise, deg

MODEL DESCRIPTION

A three view of the production Tu-144 aircraft, reference 2, is shown in figure 1. It differed

from the prototype aircraft in that it had retractable canard control surfaces, noticeable wing

anhedral, separated two-engine nacelle pods, and landing gear main struts that retracted into the

engine nacelles. Like the British-French Concorde, the nose sections could be drooped during

takeoff and landing to provide improved visibility for the pilot and co-pilot. The English-French



Concorde relied entirely on trailing-edge surfaces for takeoff and landing control, wllile the
Tu-144 had canards with leading- and trailing-edge flaps for improved takeoff and landing

performance on relatively low-technology runways.
In figure 2, a numerical description of the Tu-144 aircraft is provided using the format of

reference 5. Several simplifications were made to the description of the wing, fuselage, and the

nacelles to fit the input format of the analysis codes as well as to reduce component definition

time. These simplifications are discussed in the following paragraphs.

W__i_. The wing description was obtained from the three view and a communication from the

Rockwell Corporation, which had made initial contacts with engineers from the Tupelov Design

Bureau. It had twist and very modest camber, including some inboard trailing-edge reflexing, that

was simplified to just spanwise twist in the wave-drag model. The aircraft's inboard airfoils had

slightly-blunted leading edges and parabolic-arc airfoils on the outboard wing panels. On the

wave-drag model, the airfoils were defined with a 2.5 percent thickness along with a sharp,

parabolic-arc airfoil shape from root to tip. A small, constant (leading-edge radius)/chord ratio
was included in the wing-analysis description so that leading-edge thrust effects accruing from

modest leading-edge bluntness could be assessed.

Vertical Tail. The airfoil thickness ratio put on the panels of the wing, 2.5 percent, was used also

on the vertical tail. However, the airfoil on the vertical tail had a slab center section with a

parabolic-arc leading- and trailing-edge. No leading-edge blunting was included in the wave-drag

code description of the vertical tail.

Fuselage. The fuselage was described by circular cross sections from nose to tail. Nose-down

(not the nose droop used during takeoff and landing) and tail-up camber was included in the

fuselage description. This improved the numerical model's fidelity, the predicted wave-drag

accuracy, and the area-ruling required for sonic-boom analysis. To keep the body description as

simple as possible, a straight line through the cabin and center section was used as part of the

fuselage camber description. A careful check of the Tu- 144 aircraft side view, figure 1, showed

that this simplified fuselage camber curve was a reasonably good representation.

Nacelles. Although the engine nacelles on the Tu-144 aircraft have two-dimensional inlets and

rectangular cross sections along most of their length, the wave-drag code description and the

nacelle-wing interference-lift analysis code inputs need axisymmetric nacelles because of code

limitations. Cylindrical engine exhausts were extended aft from the nacelles nozzles (to provide

tail-shock prediction data) because precise engine operating conditions and engine-exhaust plume

shapes during supersonic cruise were not known.

In figure 3, a "wire-frame" three-view representation of the Tu-144 wave-drag model,

obtained from the numerical description in figure 2, is shown for comparison with the aircraft's

three-view picture presented in figure I. The overall similarity between figures 1 and 3 is

reasonably good considering the fidelity of the original three-view picture and the limitations in

wave-drag code input format.
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ANALYSIS

Wing analysis comparison. Prelirhinary wing performance data, calculated from the simplified

numerical wing model with the method of reference 6, agreed well withthe preliminary wing-

performance data supplied by Rockwell. These similarities in wing performance data and the

fairly close physical similarity between the numerical model and the Tu-144 aircraft in the three-

view picture suggested that meaningful, but limited, sonic-boom pressure signature data could be

obtained.

Methodology. The methods and techniques for predicting the sonic-boom characteristics of the

Tu-144 are described in references 7 and 8. Equivalent areas, A E, due to the aircraft volume

contributions (excluding the nacelles) were obtained from the area-ruling output of the wave drag

code, reference 9. This summation of select aircraft component volume equivalent areas is based

onthe first and second derivative continuity of the wing, fuselage, and fin areas.

Equivalent areas due to lift came 'from both the wing lift and the nacelle-wing interference lift

codes. First, the method of reference 10 was used to estimate the nacelle-wing interference lift

portion of the total lift. Then, the method of reference 6 was used to calculate equivalent areas
from the wing lift coefficient, CL, w(CL, w = CL - CL, I) and the wing planform area. Since both the

equivalent area contributions from the aircraft volume (minus the engine nacelles) and the wing
lift met first- and second-derivative continuity criteria, they were summed and used to compute

the first half of the total Tu- 144 aircraft Whitham F-function.

The engine nacelles are analyzed separately since their equivalent areas did not satisfy first- or
second-derivative continuity at the inlet lips. The method of reference 10 was employed to:

(1) calculate the magnitude of the interference lift coefficient, CL, I; (2) supply the equivalent area

distributions due to nacelle-wing interference lift; and (3) compute the nacelle volume F-function.

An additional set of F-functions, calculated from the interference-lift equivalent areas, completed

the second half of the aircraft's F-function requirements. A final summation of F-functions from:

(1) aircraft volume minus nacelles; (2)engine nacelle volumes (inboard and outboard); (3) wing

lift; and (4) nacelle-wing interference lifts (inboard and outboard) provided the combined

F-function input to the ARAP code, reference 11, for the prediction of the sonic-boom pressure

signatures.

DISCUSSION

As previously noted in the model description section, the wave-drag model of the Tu-144,

figure 3, was a reasonably good representation of the actual Tu-144 aircraft, figure 1, so the area-
ruled volume was assumed to be at least first-order accurate for wave-drag and sonic-boom

calculations. Also, the theoretical performance data for the wing of the numerical model,

obtained from reference 6 methodology, agreed fairly well with the preliminary estimated

performance data supplied by Rockwell. However, during the analysis of nacelle-wing
interference lift, it was noted that, at the cruise Mach number of 2.2, disturbances from the engine

inlets would "spill over" the wing leading-edge and affect the upper-wing lifting pressures. The

amount of inlet-shock spill-over was found to be small at Mach 2.2, so its effects on wing lift,

drag, and pitching moment were ignored.



On theTu-144aircraft,a low-wingmountingisemployed,but thefuselageforebodyareaand
camberwerenot includedin thewing camber-and-twistdescriptionto simplify theanalysis.The
resultingwing analysisdatacouldhavebeencorrectedby calculatingfuselage-winginterference
effectsandobtaininganadditionalF-functionto besummedwith theotherF-function
contributions.However,thewing wassituatedwell aft of thenosewherethefuselagebecomes
cylindrical. Sincefirst-ordereffectsonly werebeingconsidered,this fuselage-winginterference
contribution,like thenacelle-shockspill-overcontribution,wasalsoignored. It shouldbenoted
thatin ananalysisof theaircraftatMachnumberslessthanthedesignpoint of 2.2, theseeffects
cannotbe ignoredandmustbe included.

In figure4, the"Mach-sliced"equivalentareasfromboth thewing lift andtheaircraftvolume
(without enginenacelles)areshown,andin figure5,thesumof thewing lift andvolume(without
enginenacelles)equivalentareasarepresented.Thesummedequivalentareasin figure5, which
met thepreviously-mentionedcontinuitycriteria,wereusedto computetheF-functionshownin
figure6.

TheF-functionscalculatedfromthenacellevolumesandtheconwi.'butionsof thenacelle-
wing interferencelift arepresentedin figure7. Sincetheenginenacellerepresentationsareside
by sideandstartat aboutthesamedistancefrom thenose,their volumeeffectsandinterference-
lift effectshavebeencombinedinto two summedF-functions. Interference-lifteffectswere
different from,andclearly largerin magnitudethan,thenacelle-volumeeffect, thoughtheyare
similar in shapeandinfluencedistance.

TheTu-144'sF-functionwascomputedfrom asummationof theF-functionsfrom theaircraft
volume(minusnacelles),nacellevolume,wing lift, andnacelle-winginterference-liftasshownin
figure8. A comparisonof figures6 to 8 readilyshowshow influential thenacellevolumeand
interference-liftdisturbanceeffectsarerelativeto thefuselage-wing-finvolume pluswing-lift
disturbancecontributions.Theoneexceptionis atstation xe//= 0.56 on figure 6. There, the sum

of the aircraft volume (excluding nacelles) equivalent areas and the wing-lift equivalent areas

gives a distinct F-function "spike." This "spike" is caused by the pronounced change in local

second derivatives in the "dog leg", at x e of about 130 feet, on the summed equivalent area curve

in figure 5.
Three predicted sonic-boom pressure signatures, calculated from the summed Tu-144 aircraft

F-function, given in figure 8, are presented in figure 9. The N-wave ground-level pressure

signature contains a reflection factor of 1.90, while the other two pressure signatures, at altitudes
500 and 1000 feet below the cruising aircraft, were disturbances superimposed on the ambient

pressure (reflection factor of 1.0).

A predicted pressure signature nose-shock strength of 8.6 psf at a distance of 500 feet cannot
be considered as more than first-order accurate because the separation distance below the aircraft

is only about 5.3 span lengths (2.5 body lengths). It was included in the predictions to permit

estimation of pressure-gage size and provide information on the rate of N-wave development.

With the correction derived in reference 8, this predicted nose-shock strength was increased to

8.8 psf. A better estimate of this pressure signature nose-shock strength would be about 9.7 psf; a

value with a 10-percent safety factor included. This larger value is more useful toward sizing

pressure gage limits because of practical considerations stemming from cruise Mach number, the
crudeness of the analytical model, and the lack of high aerodynamic finesse in the shape of the

aircraft.

At a separation distance of 1000 feet below the aircraft, the predicted nose-shock strength is

about 5.3 psf; with the reference 8 correction, it is 5.4 psf. This overpressure nose-shock strength
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was predicted at a distance of about 10.6 span lengths which should make it more accurate than

the shock strength prediction at 500 feet.

With the exception of the small shock in the expansion segment of the two free-stream

signatures, the overall shape of the overpressure signatures was an N-wave. When the strengths
of the nacelle inlet shocks and the reflected shocks, as indicated by the nacelle volume and the

interference-lift F-functions are considered, the tendency for the rapid formation of an N-wave

pressure signature from the Tu- 144 aircraft was not surprising.
The predicted nose-shock strength of 2.0 psf on the ground-level signature again showed the

result of the strong nacelle-pressure disturbances, the aircraft weight of 350,000 pounds, the

cruise altitude of 61,000 feet, and the Mach 2.2 cruise speed. Since the arrangement of fuselage,

wing, and engine nacelles tended to force the early formation of N-wave or almost N-wave

pressure signatures, a somewhat heavier or lighter Tu-144 aircraft would still generate an N-wave

pressure signature at the 5000 and 1000 foot separation distances as well as on the ground. Either

overpressure level would not excessively high and would cause no difficulties for conventional

overpressure measuring and recording devices.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Whitham theory has been used to obtain a prediction of the Tu-144 aircraft's sonic boom

characteristics for the purposeof estimating pressure gage range. The ground-level pressure

signature was predicted to be an N-wave with a 2.0 psf nose-shock strength when the Tu- 144
aircraft cruised at a Mach number of 2.2, an altitude of 61,000 feet, and a weight of 350,000

pounds. At a separation distance of 500 feet below the aircraft, the pressure-signature nose-shock

strength was estimated to be about 8.8 psf. For pressure gage selection purposes, a 10-percent

increase in shock strength (safety factor) to 9.7 psf could be considered a better estimate because

the separation distance is only about 5.3 span lengths below the aircraft. The nose-shock strength

dropped to about 5.4 psf at a separation distance of 1000 feet, almost I0.6 span lengths, below the

aircraft.

It was found, from an examination of the aircraft's F-function, that the predicted pressure

signatures at distances 500 and 1000 feet below the cruising aircraft and on the ground were

strongly influenced by the size and location of the engine-nacelle inlets. These components

generated volume and interference-lift disturbances that easily equalled the disturbances from the

aircraft's nose, fuselage-wing junction, and wing leading-edge crank at a cruise Mach number of

2.2 and a cruise weight of 350,000 pounds. This explained why the predicted signature shapes
were almost N-waves at the 500 and 1000 feet separation distances, and completely N-wave on

the ground.
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Figure I. Threeview of theTu-144supersonic-cruiseaircraft.



TU-144 aircraft, wing with twist and dihedral, M = 2.2
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Figure 2. Wave-drag format description of the Tu-144 aircraft.
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Figure 3. "Wire frame" three view of the Tu-144 obtained from the figure 2 description.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR
SONIC BOOM MINIMIZATION

J. R. Narayan, A. Chattopadhyay and N. Pagaldipti
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ

ABSTRACT

A design optimization procedure for improved sonic boom and aerodynamic performance of

high speed aircraft is presented. The multiobjective optimization procedure simultaneously
minimizes the sonic boom at a given distance from the aircraft and the drag-to-lift ratio (CD/CL) of
the aircraft. Upper and lower bounds are also imposed on the lift coefficient. The Kreisselmeier-
Steinhauser function is used for the multiobjective optimization formulation. A discrete semi-

analytical aerodynamic sensitivity analysis procedure coupled with an analytical grid sensitivity
analysis technique is used for evaluating design sensitivities. The use of the semi-analytical
sensitivity analysis techniques results in significant computational savings. The flow equations are
solved using a three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes solver. Sonic boom analysis is
performed using an extrapolation procedure. A nonlinear programming technique and an
approximate analysis procedure are used for the optimization. The optimization procedure
developed is applied to the design of two high speed configurations, namely, a doubly swept
wing-body configuration and a delta wing-body configuration. For the two sweep case only,
minimization of the first peak in the pressure signature is performed first by optimizing only the
nose radius and length of the aircraft. Minimization of the second peak in the pressure signature is

performed next by optimizing only the wing geometric parameters. Significant improvements are
obtained in the sonic boom characteristics and the aerodynamic performance of the wing-body
configurations.
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INTRODUCTION

Sonic boom prediction and minimization are important issues in the design of high speed
aircraft. In the past, Hague and Jones [1] used optimization techniques to obtain body shapes with

low sonic boom. Darden [2] developed equivalent area distributions for low boom configurations
at given cruise conditions based on Whitham's F-function theory. Recently, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) based techniques have been developed for accurate prediction of the sonic boom

pressure signatures at mid-field and far-field regions from the aircraft [3,4]. Accuracy of these
techniques has been established by comparison with wind tunnel test data. Due to the recent

advances in optimization methods and the development of semi-analytical sensitivity analysis
techhiques [5], it is now possible to achieve low sonic boom levels by including them in the
optimization formulation. Low boom configurations often correspond to blunt nose designs which
degrade the aerodynamic efficien.cy by increasing drag. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
trade-offs associated with low boom and aerodynamically efficient configurations and optimization
is an efficient tool that aids in such a study. Narayan et al. [5,6] developed an integrated sonic
boom/aerodynamic performance optimization procedure for wing-body configurations. The
optimization procedure demonstrated the trade-off between low boom and high lift configurations.

BACKGROUND

• Hague and Jones, 1970
Design of low sonic boom overpressure body shapes using
multivariable search techniques

• Darden, 1979
Equivalent area distribution for low boom configurations for given
cruise conditions

• Siclari and Darden, 1991
Prediction of sonic boom using CFD for high Mach number flows

• Cheun_ et al., 1992
Predmtion of mid-field solution from near-field solution through
extrapolation

• Narayan et al., 1995
Integrated sonic boom/aerodynamic optimization
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK

The objective of the present work is to develop a multidisciplinary design optimization

procedure for improved sonic boom and aerodynamic performance of high speed aircraft. The aim
is to simultaneously minimize the sonic boom overpressure peaks and the drag-to-lift ratio of the

aircraft. A semi-analytical sensitivity analysis technique has been developed and integrated with
the above optimization strategy for computational savings.

OBJECTIVES

Development of efficient multiobjective
optimization procedure for simultaneous

minimization of sonic boom at designated
distances from aircraft and improvements

in aerodynamic performance,

Use of semi-analytical sensitivity analysis
technique for design sensitivity analysis.
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OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

The objective of this paper is to develop an optimization procedure that simultaneously
improves the aerodynamic and sonic boom characteristics of wing-body configurations. From a
sonic boom perspective, it is of interest to minimize the peaks in the overpressure signal at a given
distance, dl, from the axis of the aircraft. From aerodynamics point of view, it is of interest to

minimize the ratio of aerodynamic drag coefficient to lift coefficient while maintaining the lift
coefficient at a desired level The multiobjective optimization problem can be stated in the nonlinear
programming format as follows.

OPTIMIZATION
FORMULATION

Minimize

APmax overpressure peak

Minimize

CD/C L drag to lift ratio

subject t<o CLmaxCLmin- C L

_l _ (_ --( l_u

lift constraint

side constraints on

design variables
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AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

The optimization procedure is applied to two wing-body configurations illustrated in the
following figures. For the doubly swept wing-body configuration, the design variables used in the
optimization include maximum radius of the nose section (rm), nose length (in), wing root chord

(Co), wing tip chord (ct), two leading edge sweeps (_,1 and L2), break length (xb) and the

longitudinal location of the wing tip (Xw). For the delta wing configuration, the design variables
included are the leading edge sweep, root chord, nose length, maximum radius, wing span (Ws)

and the wing thickness-to-chord ratio (tc).

lJ_ WING-BODY GEOMETRY
AND DESIGN VARIABLES

_1 I--- Tip chord (ct)

I Bmaklength(Xb) a r_

/
I

Maximum radius (rm)_'IY J,

I" g'l Wing starting location (Xw)

I_ DELTA WING GEOMETRYAND DESIGN VARIABLES

Diamond airfoil (Section Ab.)

N_ MaX. edge _.
l_'nltth N_ .w _j sp_

..... ! ?t
w In R :tarUnlt
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OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

Since the optimization problem involves multiple objective functions, a multiobjective
optimization technique based on the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (K-S) function [8,9] is used in the
present work. The K-S function reduces the optimization problem to an unconstrained
minimization problem. This unconstrained problem is solved using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [10]. A semi-analytical approach [7] is used to calculate the

sensitivities of the objective functions during the optimization. Since the optimizer requires several
evaluations of the objective functions and constraints and such evaluations are computationally
expensive, a two-point exponential approximate analysis procedure [12] is used within the

optimizer to approximate these functions. The K-S function approach is illustrated by first
considering a general, multiobjective optimization problem of the following form.

OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

• Multiobjective optimization technique

• Unconstrained BFGS algorithm for
optimization

• Semi-analytical discrete sensitivity
analysis procedure

• Approximate analysis for function
evaluation within optimizer

MULTIOBJECTIVE
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Minimize

Fi(_) i = 1, ..., NOBJ

subject to
gj((_) < 0 j = 1,..., NCON

Side constraints

_k I --< (_k ----"_ku k = 1, ..., NDV
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KREISSELMEIER-STEINHAUSER (K-S) MULTIOBJECTIVE FORMULATION

The first step in forming the composite (K-S) function involves transformation of the original
objective functions into reduced objective functions [8,9]. These reduced objective functions

assume the following form where Fko represents the value of the original objective function Fk,

calculated at the beginning of each optimization cycle. The quantity NOBJ denotes the total

number of objective functions in the original optimization problem. The quantity gmax is the value

of the largest constraint of the original optimization problem and is held constant during each cycle.
Since the reduced objective functions assume the form of constraints, a new constraint vector

fm(_) (m = 1, 2 .... , NCON+NOBJ, NCON being the total number of constraints in the original

optimization problem) is introduced which includes the original constraints and the constraints
introduced by the reduced objective functions. The new objective function to be minimized is then
defined using the K-S function as follows.

[_ KREISSELMEIER-STEINHAUSERFUNCTION APPROACH

MINIMIZE

_ 1 ln(NCON_ NOBJ e pt'i((D)]
KS((D) - _ _ i= l 1

p = user-specified draw down factor

Reduced objective functions:

tri(_) = Fi(¢) 1 - gmax

Fi o

Fio- ith objective function (Fi) at beginning of

each optimization cycle
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K-S FUNCTION FORMULATION (CONTINUED)

The multiplier p, which is analogous to the draw-down factor of penalty function formulation,

controls the distance from the surface of the K-S envelope to the surface of the maximum

constraint function. When p is large, the K-S function will closely follow the surface of the largest

constraint function and when p is small, the K-S function will include contributions from all

violated constraints. The new unconstrained optimization problem is solved using the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [10]. This algorithm approximates the inverse of the

Hessian of the composite objective function using a rank-two update and guarantees both
symmetry and positive definiteness of the updated inverse Hessian matrix. The K-S formulation

coupled with the BFGS algorithm has been successfully applied to a variety of rotary wing aircraft
by Chattopadhyay et al. [11].

K-S FUNCTION ENVELOPE

Co_stl'aint 1

objective function

3-1

2-1

1-1

01 ,

constrai_ '_

-3 -I

4J _
0 2 4 6 8 10

Design variable X

4.0.

3.5-
3.0- KS (p = _

2.5. __

2.0-

1.5-

1.0-

0.5.
KS (p 5_

0.0 '

Design variable X

.f

'lb
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Approximation Technique

The optimizer requires several evaluations of the objective functions and the constraints during
each optimization cycle. The use of exact analysis to evaluate them at each iteration during an
optimization cycle is computationally expensive. Therefore, an approximation technique known as
the two-point exponential approximation [12], is used within the optimizer for approximating the
objective functions and the constraints. This technique takes its name from the fact that the

exponent used in the approximation is based on gradient information from the previous and current

design cycIes and is formulated as follows. Here _(O) is the approximation of the function F(O)

in the neighborhood of the current design variable vector, O1. The quantity _)n represents the n th

design variable and NDV is the total number of design variables. The approximate values for the
A

constraints, gj(O), are similarly calculated. The exponent, Pn, is defined below. Here • 1 refers to

the design variable vector from the current cycle and • 0 denotes the design variable vector from the

previous cycle. The two point exponential approximation indicates that in the limiting case of Pn =
1, the expansion is identical to the traditional first order Taylor series and when Pn = -1, the two-
point exponential approximation reduces to the reciprocal expansion form. Therefore, the
exponent (Pn) can be interpreted as a "goodness of fit" parameter which explicitly determines the
trade-offs between traditional and reciprocal Taylor series based expansions and is defined to lie
within the interval, -1 < Pn -< 1. This results in a hybrid approximation technique.

[Ji S TWO-POINTEXPONENTIAL ANALYSIS
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SEMI-ANALYTICAL AERODYNAMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analysis is an essential part of a gradient-based, design optimization procedure. In
the present study, the aerodynamic performance parameters (lift and drag coefficients) are of
primary interest. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the sensitivities of these parameters to
changes in the design variables. Since a CFD-based, 3D Navier Stokes solver is used for
aerodynamic analysis, the use of standard finite difference techniques for calculation of the design
sensitivities can be computationally prohibitive. Therefore, in this paper, a previously developed
discrete semi-analytical sensitivity analysis procedure [7] is used to calculate the aerodynamic

design sensitivities and is briefly described next. The term/_Q* 1, which represents the sensitivity
/ a_i !

of the steady state flow variables with respect to the ith design variable, is calculated using the

direct differentiation technique.

SEMI-ANALYTICAL AERODYNAMICSENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Cj = Cj_Q*(@), X(@), @) - derivative w.r.t. ¢ required

X = vector of aerodynamic design variablesvector of grid point coordinates
Q* - vector of steady state flow variable

- L -q J +L-a-x-j +

a@i' kaQ*j' Lax J

from explicit dependence of Cj

on ¢i, Q* and X
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AERODYNAMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

In the discrete sensitivity approach, the discretized flow equations are directly differentiated,

as described below. The coefficient matrix for the linear system in/aQ*/is a block pentadiagonal

matrix. The coefficient matrix is L-U decomposed to obtain the solution of the linear system.

AERODYNAMIC SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS (CONT'D)

• Discretized governing equations:-

R = R(Q*(_), X(_), _) = [0]

• Sensitivity

_ii = LaQ*JLa,1:,iJ+La-xJL_-]-_J+

• Linear system of equations in r Q*l
La_,j

calculated from explicit[#].,[#],
dependence of R on @r Q* and X
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SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS

For isentropic flow past smooth axisymmetric bodies, the pressure disturbances (sonic boom)
at large distances from the aircraft can be evaluated by using the Whitham F-function [14], which
is based on the Abel integral of the equivalent area distribution of the aircraft. Lighthill [15]
developed an alternate formulation of the F-function which was shown to be suitable for sonic
boom prediction of smooth and non smooth projectile shapes. Walkden [16] extended Whitham's
theory for application to wing-body configurations. The asymptotic form of the equations used in

developing the sonic boom overpressure signature (Ap/p_), is shown. Here F(y) is the Whitham

F-function, Ap is (Plocal - Poo), 7 = 1.4 for air, Moo is the freestream Mach number, R is the radius

(orequivalent radius) of the flying object, S' is the derivative of the area distribution of the flying
object and h is the Heaviside unit step function, y(x, do) = constant, is a characteristic curve, x is
the streamwise distance and do is the distance normal to the flight axis. The first integral of F(y) is
associated with the volume of the flying object, the second integral is associated with the lift and

the third integral is associated with the interference lift for a winged body [16].

SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS

Whitham's F-function (quasi-linear) theory

F(y) -

-I-

+

;2 [ ],1_ flRvTl(t) h dSvol(I)2no it)

1 _ ( 2 _F y-t ld S, ,t s
. ..... ,.,lift _ J

/ hF--.1  int''1 _ 2 y-t d' t

2-_ "_flRint(t ) mflRint(t)j
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SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

Since these models are based on linearized theory, they fail to agree with wind-tunnel data in
highly nonlinear flows such as the flow at angle-of-attack at high Mach numbers (M_ > 2).
Reference 17 describes an F-function extrapolation method that is used to extrapolate the pressure
signature at do to a distance dl (dl > do). First, a pressure signature at distance do, where the
flowfield is assumed to be locally axisymmetfic, is directly measured in the wind-tunnel and the

value of the F-function (at do) is evaluated. Since the pressure signal propagates at the local speed
of sound and each point of the signal advances according to its amplitude, the signal is distorted as
it propagates away from the aircraft and the F-function becomes multivalued. The new F-function
at dl is obtained by placing discontinuities (shocks) in such a way that the discontinuities divide the
multivalued regions with equal areas on either side of them. This new F-function gives the
overpressure signature at dl.

SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS(CONT'D)

_M_F(y) /
(Sonic boom
overpressure)

13= (M_- 1)°-s

Extrapolation used to obtain signature
at dl from dO
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SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

Cheung et al. [4] have used a three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) code in
combination with Whitham's quasilinear theory for sonic boom prediction. The CFD code used in
this study, UPS3D [18], solves the PNS equations governing the flow using an implicit,
approximately factored, finite volume algorithm. The flow field associated with wing-body
configurations is evaluated and the drag, lift and moment coefficients are computed. Three
different approaches have been used in Ref. 4 to obtain the overpressure signal at mid- and far-
fields from the near-field CFD solution of various configurations such as a cone-cylinder, a low
aspect-ratio rectangular wing and a delta wing-body. In the first approach (for nonlifting cases),
the UPS3D code is modified so that it has an axisymmetric version that provides a propagation
capability incorporating all nonlinear effects. In the second approach (for both lifting as well as
nonlifting cases), the near field three-dimensional, solution provides the overpressure signal at a
distance do. The sonic boom at a far-field distance dl, is then obtained using the extrapolation
technique of Ref. 17. In the third approach (for lifting cases), the equivalent area distribution due
to lift is generated by the surface pressure coefficients calculated by the UPS3D code. The
equivalent area distribution due to volume is calculated directly from the geometry of the flying
object. Summation of the two equivalent area distributions gives the total equivalent area
distribution which is used to evaluate the F-function of the body. In the present work, a solution

procedure for sonic boom analysis based on the second approach is used in conjunction with the
CFD code, within the multidisciplinary optimization procedure to achieve the objectives of
minimum sonic boom and improved aerodynamic performance.

it't ! SONIC BOOM ANALYSIS
(CONT'D)

• Integration of Whitham's theory with CFD
(Cheung et al,)

• 3D parabolized Navier Stokes code, UPS3D

• PNS equations integrated using implicit,
approximately factored, finite volume
algorithm

• Inviscid option currently used
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SONIC BOOM SENSITIVITIES

The sonic boom pressure signature is obtained using an extrapolation procedure [4]. This
procedure takes as input, a near-field pressure signature at a distance do directly beneath the
aircraft. This near-field pressure signature is calculated by the UPS3D code and is passed on to the

sonic boom procedure as input. The sensitivity of this near-field pressure signature is a part of the
aerodynamic sensitivities calculated using the semi-analytical procedure described in the pre_cious
section. Knowing the near-field pressure signature sensitivity, the sensitivity of the extrapolated
signatures can be obtained as explained below.

SONIC BOOMSENSITIVITIES

Near field pressure signature input to sonic
boom extrapolation procedure

• Sensitivities of near field pressure signature
from semi-analytical aerodynamic sensitivity
analysis

• Perturbed near field signatures input to sonic
boom procedure to generate perturbed
extrapolated signatures

• Sonic boom sensitivities using forward finite
differences
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RESULTS

The multiobjective optimization procedure and sensitivity analysis techniques are applied to the
design optimization of a doubly swept wing-body configuration and a delta wing configuration.
The flight conditions under which the optimization is performed are described below.

RESULTS

• Design Mach number = 2.5

• Angle of attack = 5 degrees

• Grid: 80 (normal) x 75 (circumferential)

• Sonic boom: compute pressure at d0,

extrapolate to d1

• do= 0.5 Ib

• d 1= 3.61 Ib
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RESULTS (Continued)

First, the design optimization of the doubly swept wing-body configuration is considered.

The overpressure signature of the wing-body configuration has two peaks, the f'trst corresponding
to the nose of the aircraft and the second corresponding to the wing. The first peak is affected

primarily by the nose dimensions of the wing-body configuration. The second peak is affected
primarily by the wing geometric parameters. Therefore, in the present study, the optimization is
carried out in two steps. In the first step, the body radius and the nose length are used as design
variables to minimize the first peak in the sonic boom pressure signature. In the second step, the

wing geometric parameters are used as design variables to minimize the second peak in the sonic
boom pressure signature, while the nose dimensions are maintained at their optimum values
obtained from the fu'st optimization.

RESULTS
(TWO-SWEEP CASE)

Minimization oflst peak in overpressure signature
Design variables:

• Maximum radius (r m)

• Nose length (In)

Minimization of 2nd peak in overpressure signature
Design variables:

• First leading edge sweep (Z1)

• Root chord (Co)

• Second leading edge sweep (L2)

• Tip chord (ct)

• Break length (Xb)

• Wing starting location (Xw)
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COMPARISON OF OVERPRESSURE (FIRST PEAK) - TWO SWEEP CASE

The following figure compares the reference and the optimum values of the f'trst peak in the
sonic boom pressure signature. The optimization procedure yields a significant reduction of 23.6
percent in the first peak of the sonic boom pressure signature. The maximum radius decreases and
the nose length increases resulting in a optimum configuration more slender than the reference

design. The slender nose has a smaller equivalent area distribution for the nose region yielding a
reduced sonic boom pressure peak.
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COMPARISON OF OVERPRESSURE (SECOND PEAK) - TWO SWEEP CASE

The following figure compares the reference and the optimum values of the second peak in the
sonic boom pressure signature. The optimization procedure yields a very significant reduction of

19.9 percent in the second peak of the sonic boom pressure signature. Significant increases are
observed in the fu'st leading edge sweep, the root chord and the break length of the optimum wing.
These increases coupled with the decreases in the wing tip chord and starting location result in a
smaller planform area for the optimum wing. The smaller planform area has a smaller equivalent
area and lift distribution that account for the reduction in the second sonic boom pressure peak.
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COMPARISON OF DRAG-TO-LIFT RATIO

The drag-to-lift ratio is included as an objective function to be minimized during the
opfimizafions. The following chart compares the reference and the optimum values of the drag-to-
lift ratios. As shown, there is a small reduction of 3.6 percent in the drag-to-lift ratio of the
optimum configuration. This is because, while the drag has reduced due to the reduction in the
body radius and wing planform area, the lift has also reduced due to the reduction in the wing
planform area. These reductions in the drag and the lift seem to offset each other in the optimum
configuration, yielding only a net 3.6 percent reduction in the drag-to-lift ratio.

COMPARISON OF DRAG-TO-LIFT
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COMPARISON OF PLANFORMS - TWO SWEEP CASE

The significant changes in the aircraft nose and planform variables are illustrated in the
following figure. As mentioned earlier, there are significant reductions in the maximum radius,
nose length, tip chord and the wing starting location. However, this is also accompanied by
significant increases in the first leading edge sweep, root chord and the wing break length. The
result is a smaller planform area of the optimum configuration as shown in the figure.

[_ COMPARISON OF PLANFORMS(TWO-SWEEP CASE)
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COMPARISON OF PRESSURE SIGNATURES - TWO SWEEP CASE

A comparison of the reference and optimum sonic boom pressure Signatures is made in the
following chart. As seen, significant reductions occur in both the sonic boom pressure peaks.
This illustrates that the multiobjective optimization procedure effectively modifies the airplane
geometry to achieve these reductions while maintaining aerodynamic efficiency.
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COMPARISON OF DESIGN VARIABLES AND PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS -
TWO SWEEP CASE

The reference and the optimum values of the design variables and the objective functions are
tabulated below. The percentage changes in the performance functions are also indicated.

[_ COMPARISON OF DESIGNVARIABLES (TWO-SWEEP CASE)

Design variable Reference Optimum

Maximum radius (rm) 0,570 m 0.513 m

Nose length (In) 6.01 m 6,611 m

1st leading edge sweep (_'1) 70,16 deg, 74,25 deg.

Root chord (co) 8,12 m 8,60 m

2nd leading edge sweep (_,2) 54.93deg. 52,51 deg,
Tip chord (ct) 1.62 m 1,39 m

Break length (Xb) 12.28 m 12,76 m

Wing starting location (x_ 6,13 m 7,75 m

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE

FUNCTIONS (TWO-SWEEP CASE)

Function Reference Optimum

Overpressure (Peak 1)
Overpressure (Peak 2)
Drag-to-lift ratio (CD/CL)

Lift coefficient (CL)

0.03389 0.02590 (-23.6%)
0.05483 0.04394 (-19.9%)
0.11510 0.11099 (-3.6%)

0.19441 0.19221 (-1.1%)
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COMPARISON OF OB_CTIVE FUNCTIONS - DELTA WING CASE

Results from the optimization of the delta wing-body configuration are presented next. It is to
be noted that during this optimization, the first peak in the overpressure signature and the drag-to-
lift ratio are included as objective functions whereas the second peak in the overpressure signature
is constrained to be below the reference value. The following figure compares the overpressure

peaks (first peaks) and the drag-to-lift ratio for the reference and the optimum configurations.
There is a significant reduction of 1 I. 1 percent in the first pressure peak of the optimum

configuration. The optimum configuration is more slender than the reference configuration and
this is indicated by the reduction in the maximum radius and the increase in the nose length of the
optimum configuration. This results in the reduction in the pressure peak and the drag-to-lift ratio.
The drag-to-lift ratio decreases by 4.3 percent for the optimum configuration. The optimum design
has a lower wing thickness-to-chord ratio which helps reduce the drag-to-lift ratio.
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COMPARISON OF PRESSURE SIGNATURES AND AIRCRAFT GEOMETRY -
DELTA WING BODY CASE

The pressure signatures and the planforms of the reference and the optimum configurations are

presented in the following figures. As shown, the changes in the geometry of the delta wing-body
configuration are small compared to the changes in the geometry of the doubly swept wing-body
configuration. This explains the smaller percentage reduction in the pressure peak of the optimum
delta wing configuration.
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COMPARISON OF DESIGN VARIABLES AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS -
DELTA WING CASE

The following tables compare the reference and the optimum values of the design variables
and objective functions used in the optimization of the delta wing-body. The percentage changes in
the performance functions are also indicated.

r_ VARIABLES (DELTA WING CASE)
COMPARISON OF DESIGN

Design variable Reference Optimum

Maximum radius (rm) 0.570 m 0.536 m
Nose length (In) 6.01 m 6.379 m

Leading edge sweep (;L) 66.00 deg. 64.80 deg.
Root chord (co) 7.08 m 7.11 m

Wing span (ws) 3.530 m 3.496 m
Thickness-to-chord
ratio (t¢) 0.0520 0.0489

! _,,_=r COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE
FUNCTIONS (DELTA WING CASE)

Function Reference Optimum

Overpressure (Peak 1) 0.03319 0.02951 (-11.1%)

Drag-to-lift ratio (CD/CL) 0.11681 0.11179 (-4.3%)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A multidisciplinary optimization procedure has been developed for the design of high speed
aircraft. The objective is to simultaneously minimize sonic boom and the aircraft drag-to-lift ratio.
A multiobjective function formulation technique based on the K-S function approach has been used
to model the optimization problem. An efficient semi-analytical sensitivity analysis technique is
coupled with the optimization procedure. A nonlinear programming technique is used for solving
the optimization problem and an approximate analysis procedure is used within the optimizer for
computational economy. The developed optimization procedure is applied to two high speed
configurations namely, a doubly swept wing-body configuration and a delta wing-body
configuration. The following observations are made on the results from the optimization

procedure.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

• Multiobjective optimization procedure very efficient; yields
significant reduction in sonic boom overpressure peaks of
both configurations,

Semi-analytical sensitivity analysis very efficient over
finite difference sensitivity analysis; yields computational
savings.

Procedure demonstrates definite trade-off between low
boom and aerodynamically efficient designs.

Reduction in first peak through changes to nose
dimensions; reduction in second peak through changes to
wing dimensions.
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LANGLEY'S COMPUTATIONAL EFFORTS IN SONIC-BOOM

SOFTENING OF THE BOEING HSCT

Kamran Fouladi

Lockheed Martin Engineering & Sciences

ABSTRACT

NASA Langley's computational eftbrts in the sonic-boom softening of the Boeing high-speed

civil transport are discussed in this paper. In these efforts, an optimization process using a higher

order Euler method for analysis was employed to reduce the sonic boom of a baseline configuration

through fuselage camber and wing dihedral modifications. Fuselage modifications did not provide

any improvements, but the dihedral modifications were shown to be an important tool for the

softening process. The study also included aerodynamic and sonic-boom analyses of the baseline

and some of the proposed "softened" configurations. Comparisons of two Euler methodologies and

two propagation programs for sonic-boom predictions are also discussed in the present paper

INTRODUCTION

During Phase I of the High Speed Research (HSR) program, low-boom conceptual designs

were pursued by NASA and industry. The designers involved in this study began working on a

series of High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) configurations with several objectives. The major

objective was to design configurations which generate ground pressure signatures other than

typical N-wave signatures, such as "ramped," "fiat-top," and multiple-shock signatures. Other

objectives were correct integration of the nacelle and improved performance of the low-boom

concepts, while much progress was achieved during this phase of design work, many significant

difficulties were also encountered as detailed in Ref. 1. The radical configuration changes required

to "shape" the sonic-boom signature were judged to have unacceptable risks. Therefore,

configuration design studies have recently been redirected toward reducing or "softening" of the

sonic-boom of the baseline configuration.
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Earlier thisyear,twoNASA/industry teams were established to study ways to reduce the sonic

boom levels of the baseline configurations; one team was to concentrate on the Boeing

Reference-H baseline configuration and the other on the Douglas Arrow Wing baseline

configuration. The Boeing team proposed a set of guidelines for the softening task under which the

analysis and optimization of the configuration using higher-order computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) methods were assigned to NASA LaRC and ARC. This paper discusses the LaRC's CFD

efforts in the softening task.

Three separate categories of modifications to the Boeing HSCT configuration were proposed

in the set of guidelines for the softening efforts. The first category involves modifications which

result in negligible adverse effects on the performance of the aircraft. The second and the third

categories, however, entail modifications which result in moderate and significant aircraft

performance penalties, respectively. The CU_Tent effort to investigate the reduction of the sonic-

boom level by modifying the fuselage camber and the wing dihedral falls under the first category.

To track the reduction in sonic-boom level and changes in aircraft performance, it was first

necessary to analyze the sonic-boom characteristics of the baseline configuration. The baseline

study was extended to examine the nacelle and pylon integration for better understanding of the

nacelle-pylon-wing interference and its effect on the ground sonic-boom level. The study also

included comparisons of two Euler methodologies and two propagation codes for the assessment

of these methodologies on the sonic-boom predictions.

ANALYSIS METHODS

NASA Langley's current sonic-boom analysis capabilities are based on two different numeri-

cal schemes. The first scheme is based on the Euler unstructured grid methodology of USM3D/

VGRID (Refs. 2-4), and the second on the Euler structured grid marching code of MIM3D-SB

(Refs. 5-7).

The flow solver code, USM3D (Ref. 2), is a NASA Langley developed finite volume, upwind

code which solves Euler equations on unstructured tetrahedral meshes. USM3D uses the three di-

mensional unstructured tetrahedral inviscid grid generated by VGRID3D (Ref. 3).

The code MIM3D-SB (Refs. 5-7) is an Euler marching code specifically tailored for prediction

of near-field pressure signatures of supersonic configurations. MIM3D-SB uses a simple Harris

wave drag geometry input data format to describe the input geometry and then internally enhances

this geometry to generate smooth, continuous surfaces. MIM3D-SB then utilizes the internally

generated grid for marching techniques. MIM3D-SB code is an efficient technique which has been
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usedextensivelyfor thesonic-boomanalysisof HSCTconfigurations.

The MDBOOM (Ref. 8) andThomasWavePropagation(Ref. 9) programsarepropagation
codeswhichcomputesonic-boomcharacteristicsof asupersonicaircraftin ahorizontallystratified
atmosphere.The overpressureratio is computedusinga higherorderCFD codeand is directly
input into eachcode.MDBOOM input requiresthat the pressureratio to be interpolatedon the

surfaceof acylinderwith aspecifiedradiusandazimuth,whereasinput to theThomascodeis the
pressureratio on a line at a specifieddistancebelow the aircraft.It is assumedthat the pressure
ratio input to theThomascodeis axisymmetri¢_The propagationportionof MDBOOM is based
on the Thomaswave propagationtheory;however,MDBOOM allows thepressureratios to be
extractedat smallerseparationdistancessinceit usesa matchingtechniquebasedon anacoustic
multipole formulationandaccountsfor diffraction effectsin the flow field neartheaircraft.This
featureallows for flow-field solutions to be calculatedat distancespractical for most CFD
schemes.

OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY

The design optimization methodology utilized in the present study is the newly developed

code, MIM3DES (Ref. 10). This method couples the numerical optimization technique NPSOL

(Ref. 11) with the CFD Euler code MIM3D-SB (Refs. 5-7). The NPSOL method is a tool designed

to solve the nonlinear programming problem for the minimization of a smooth nonlinear function

subject to a set of constraints on the variables. The working details of the present system are

presented in Ref. 10. A subroutine in the CFD code calls the Thomas code (Ref. 9) to extrapolate

the near-field pressure signatures through the atmosphere down to the ground.

In the present optimizatio n process, a parameter such as the initial overpressure peak of the

ground pressure signature is designated as the objective function and the aim of the process is to

reduce this function. The Euler code MIM3D-SB is used to evaluate the objective function and any

other nonlinear aerodynamic constraints. Cubic splines with matched first and second derivatives

are used for simplicity to describe the geometric design variables. A new set of design variables is

used to regenerate the portion of the configuration which is being modified to reduce the objective

function. The process of the generating a new geometry with the new design variables and

evaluation of the objective function using a new grid for the new configuration is performed

automatically within this optimization process. An initial guess for the design variables and proper

upper and lower bounds for these variables are the inputs by the user. The computational time

required for each optimization process is highly dependent to the number of design variables (Ref.

10). Therefore, care must be taken to utilize the minimize number of design variables needed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The Boeing 1080-1122 (Fig. 1) is the Reference-H baseline configuration considered for the

softening task. The components of the configuration include wings, fuselage, nacelles, pylons, and

empennage. The geometrical details of 1080-1122 were available in both the standard Harris

Wave-Drag format and the Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES) format. Although, it was

possible to include the empennage in the CFD analysis and optimization, the empennage was omit-

ted from the configuration. This was justified since the softening efforts in the present study was

focused on reducing the initial overpressure peak (nose shock) in the ground signature and the ef-

fects of empennage on the ground boom level is mainly manifested in the tail shock of the ground

signature.

Fig. 1 - Top-View of the Boeing 1080-1122 baseline configuration.

The aircraft was designed to transport payload of 63,800 lbs (304 passengers) with start-cruise-

conditions of freestream Mach number (M)=2.4, flight altitude=54,850 ft., gross weight=684,000

lbs, and coefficient of lift (CL) = 0.115. The wing reference area and the wing span are 7700 ft. 2

and 134.84 ft., respectively. The length of the fuselage is 314 ft.

For the CFD analyses, several preliminary runs were required to obtain the correct angle of

attack (_) corresponding to the designed C L. For the baseline analysis, _--4.5 ° was determined

to correspond to CL= 0.115. It should be noted that for a meaningful comparison, the analyses of

the modified configurations must also be made at the same lift.
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Euler Marching Analysis of th¢,,.Baseline

The sonic-boom analysis of the baseline configuration with naceiles off (REFH_WB) and

nacelles on (REFH WBN) at M=2.4 and _=4.5 o using the Euler Marching Code MIM3D-SB

are considered here.

The multi-block computational grid used by MIM3D-SB is generated internally and is

comprised of crossflow grids stacked in the streamwise direction. Due to its marching nature,

MIM3D-SB is computationaly efficient and uses very little memory for large grids. Hence, grid

blocks with fine resolutions with small marching steps may be constructed where necessary. The

finer grid resolution is particularly required near the wing leading and trailing edges and the

nacelle inlet and exit planes. For both cases, the grid densities vary from 69x68 in the coarse grid

block to 147x120 in the fine grid block and the marching steps vary from 2.0 ft. in the forebody to

0.25 ft. near the nacelle exit. The details of grid topology used in MIM3D-SB are presented in

Refs. 5-7.

Fig. 2 - Computed pressure contours at axial station 180 ft.

The computed pressure contours on a plane perpendicular to the wing at axial station 180 ft.

are presented in Fig. 2. The darker shades represent the higher pressure regions. The near-field

centerline pressure signature at h/l= 1.5, where (h) is the separation distance below the aircraft and

(1) is the aircraft length, is presented in Fig. 3. The main differences between the two signatures

are the higher pressure in the expansion region and the stronger tail shock in the ground signature

of the REFH_WBN configuration. The extrapolation of this signature to the ground using Thomas

code is also shown in Fig. 3. The predicted overpressure peaks for the REFH_WBN and

REFH_WB configurations are 2.82 psf and 2.68 psf, respectively.
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Euler/Unstructured Grid Ana!y_i_ of the Baseline

The sonic-boom analysis of the baseline configuration at M=2.4 and _--4.5 ° with nacelles/pylons

off (REFH_WB) and nacelle/pylons on (REFH_WBNP) using the unstructured grid methodology of

USM3D/VGRID3D are considered here. The pylons in the REFH_WBNP configuration are

represented as flow diverters as designed in the baseline configuration, however, both configurations are

without an empennage for the sake of simplicity. Separate grids about each of the baseline

configurations were generated from the IGES geometrical definition of the configurations. The grids are

similar in the surface geometry, the size of the flow field, and the grid resolution. A representative

surface grid of each configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 - Surface grid of the baseline 1080-1122, (a) top view of REFH_WB, (b) bottom

view of REFH_WBNP.
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Sonic-boomgrid topologywhich mimics the methodof characteristics,with bothupstream
and downstreamboundariesflaring out at free streamMach angles,is usedfor this case.The
implementationof sonic-boomgrid topology in unstructuredgrid analysisis presentedin Ref. 4.
Table1 lists thedetailsof thegridsusedfor eachconfiguration.

Table1:Grid sizespecifications

REFH_WBGrid REFH_WBN'PGrid

No. of Cells 264,321 378,693

No. of Nodes 50,492 71,339

No. of BoundaryFaces 20,888 26,182

No. of BoundaryNodes 10,446 13,093

The near-field pressuresignaturesof the REFH_WB and REFH_WBNPconfigurationsat
h/1---0.37below the aircraftarecomparedin Fig. 5. Thecomputednear-fieldpressuresignatures

are extracted from the three-dimensionalsolutions.The comparisonsof the two signatures
indicate a third shock (in the expansionregion) and a larger magnitudetail shock for the
REFH_WBNconfiguration.Thecomputednear-fieldpressuresignaturesareextrapolateddown
to impingementon the groundusingthe MDBOOM code.Comparisonsof the groundpressure
signatures,alsoshownin Fig.5,indicatetheeffectsof nacelle/pylonon theof groundboomlevel.
aslistedin Table2.

Table2: Predictedshockstrengthon theground.

REFH_WB REFH_WBNP Difference

Bowshock,psf 2.82 3.07 8.1%

Tail shock,psf -2.51 -2.80 10.3%
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The effect of pylons on the sonic-boom level on the ground was also investigated using the

unstructured grid methodology. An unstructured grid was generated about the 1080-1122 baseline

configuration without pylons (REFH_WBN). The grid about the REFH_WBN configuration is

similar to the grid generated for the REFH_WBNP configuration and has the same grid resolution

characteristics. The comparison of sonic-boom analyses of the REFH_WBNP and REFH_WBN

configurations indicated a slight difference in the expansion region of the near-field pressure

signatures, but similar ground pressure signatures (Fig. 6). The predicted values of the bow and

the tail shocks for the REFH_WBN configuration is about 2% less than the values predicted for

REFH_WBNP configuration.
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Fig. 6- Near-field and ground pressure signatures of REFH_WBNP vs. REFH_WBN.
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Due to the small change in the boom level on the ground, it may be beneficial to exclude the

pylons from the configuration in the sonic-boom optimization cycle. The omission of the pylons

from the configuration may result in significant savings in labor connected to grid generation

which may not cause a substantial alteration in the predicted values. It should be noted that the

small effects of the pylon on the ground signature may be a configuration dependent phenomenon

and should be investigated further.

Comvarisons of Analyses form Two Euler Codes

Similar sonic-boom analyses of the baseline configuration with and without nacelles/pylons

were performed using both MIM3D-SB and USM3D. The major differences between the two

analyses are as follows: (1) MIM3D-SB requires the geometry input in form of the Harris Wave-

Drag format which is a more coarse representation than the IGES format used by USM3D; (2)

Due to the marching nature of MIM3D, a finer grid can be generated and utilized by this method

than the grid used by USM3D; (3) Engine integration capability of MIM3D-SB currently only

allows for axisymmetric nacelles and a thin plate in place of the pylon; (4) The configuration used

in MIM3D-SB is modified to represent a sting-mounted model for the ease of grid generation and

analysis (Ref. 5-7).

Comparisons of the pressure signatures of the REFH_WB and REFH_WBNP configurations

are presented in Fig. 8 (a-c). The comparisons of signatures in Fig. 7 include the near-field

pressure signatures of REFH_WB at the distance of h/1--0.37 where the signatures are extracted

directly from the three-dimensional solutions. The comparison of the two signatures indicates

more shock smearing by USM3D and the values of the overpressure peaks slightly

underpredicted as compared with values computed by MIM3D-SB. On the other hand, a bigger

pressure expansion and a small flat section in the expansion regions is predicted by USM3D. The

comparisons of the ground pressure signatures extrapolated using MDBOOM indicate that initial

overpressure peaks of similar magnitude are predicted by both codes while MIM3D-SB predicted

signature has a smaller tail shock and a shorter length. This may be due to the sting-mounted

model used for MIM3D-SB analysis. It is apparent from these comparisons that adequate sonic-

boom predictions are possible from both codes. MIM3D-SB analysis is well-suited for

configurations which only the Wave-Drag format definition of the geometry is available; when

detailed modeling of the configuration such wing-nacelle-pylon interference is required, the

analysis may call for USM3D.

The nose and wing shocks predictions by USM3D may be improved using better surface

modeling in the grid generation process. Other improvements to minimize the shock smearing by

USM3D should also be investigated.
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Comoarlson of Two Propagation Code_

In propagation codes, near-field pressure signatures which are extracted from the three-dimen-

sional solutions are extrapolated to the ground using modified linear theory. An attempt was made

here to investigate the effect of the propagation code in sonic boom analysis by examining the two

widely used methods of MDBOOM and Thomas codes. In the present study, the near-field pressure

field of the baseline HSCT configuration obtained using MIM3D-SB code is extrapolated to the

ground using MDBOOM and Thomas codes.

The computations were performed for a cruise Mach number of 2.4 and cruise angle of attack

of 4.5 o. The near-field pressure fields were extracted at four different separation distances of

tgl----0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 and extrapolated to the ground. The comparisons of the ground signa-

tures using both codes are presented in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8- Comparison of the ground pressure signatures of the baseline configuration,
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The comparisons show that the Thomas code extrapolated signatures are shorter in duration

and have smaller pressure shock magnitude than signatures extrapolated by MDBOOM. The val-

ues of the overpressure shocks and the length of the ground signatures are listed in Table. 3. The

comparison of ground signatures using MDBOOM shows that the lowest initial overpressure

peak was predicted when extrapolated from M--0.25 and the highest from h/l=2.0 with the differ-

ence between the two shocks about 3.8%. The comparison of the signatures using the Thomas

code also shows the same trend but with a difference of 9.5%. Hence, as expected, the Thomas

code shows greater sensitivity to separation distance than MDBOOM.

Table 3 - Comparison of ground pressure signatures using two propagation codes.

(a) Bow shock level, psf

h/1=0.25 M=0.5 h/l=l.0 h/l=2.0

MDBOOM 2.97 2.98 3.03 3.09

THOMAS 2.47 2.55 2.65 2.73

(b) Tail shock level, psf

h/1--0.25 h/l=0.5 h/l=l.0 h/l=2.0

MDBOOM -2.3 -2.30 -2.32 -2.20

THOMAS -0.47 -1.39 -1.69 -1.67

(c) Signature length, feet

11/1=0.25 11/1=0.5 h/l=l.0 h/l=2.0

MDBOOM 796.1 787.3 795.3 783.3

THOMAS 591.1 620.0 659.0 653.0
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Softening Through Fuselage Camber Modification

Sonic-boom softening solely based on modifications of the fuselage camber of the baseline

configuration is discussed in this section. Two different sets of modifications to the fuselage were

considered in the present study. The first modification set, Case 1, is focused primarily on the fore-

body camber; the focus of the second set, Case 2, is concentrated on the fuselage segment from the

nose to the wing trailing edge-fuselage junction_ The main objective for both cases is to reduce or

"soften" the sonic boom level on the ground by minimizing the initial overpressure peak on the

ground, Pmax- This objective is achieved by varying the camber distributions of the fuselage which

is described herein by a cubic spline with a number of control points and with matched first and

second derivatives. In the present optimization study and for both cases, the maximum overpres-

sure in the ground signature, Pmax, is considered the objective function and the control points in

the cubic spline which describes the fuselage camber are designated as the design variables (Fig.

9). Each set of variables results in a new cubic spline, hence, a new forebody camber. With each

new camber, the new geometry is generated automatically in MIM3DES and then analyzed to ob-

tain Pmax of the new configuration. The new Pmax is compared with the value of the previous con-

figuration. If the new Pmax is lower then the changes to the configuration continues in the same

direction until the Pmax or the objective becomes less than a preset value. For Case 1, several at-

tempts were made at modifying the camber distributions by specifying different cubic spline con-

trol points or design variables with different constraints on variations of these variables. None of

the forebody camber distributions generated in Case 1 provided any significant reduction in the

sonic boom level on the ground without adversely affecting the drag coefficient; therefore, fore-

body camber modification was abandoned as a tool for the sonic-boom minimization.

In the second case, which involved the fuselage from nose to wing trailing edge junction, care

was taken in specifying the constraints so as not to allow the fuselage camber to grow unbounded

and to keep the wing roots within the fuselage. For the second case, Pmax and the control points of

the cubic spline were designated as the objective function and the design variables, respectively

(Fig. 9). From a number of attempts at modifying the fuselage, two candidate camber distributions

emerged which showed improvement in the sonic boom level. The camber distribution of the base-

line and the two new candidate configurations dubbed FUSE MOD1 and FUSE MOD2 are pre-

sented in Fig. 9. The comparison of the ground pressure signatures for all three configurations are

shown in Fig. 10. The two candidate configurations show reductions of about 3% in the Pmax value

over the baseline configuration along with lower lift coefficients. The reductions in Pmax are

achieved only at the reduced lift coefficients listed in Table 4. These improvements were nullified

when the angle of attack was increased to achieve the original lift coefficient.
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TabIe 4 - Comparisons of Pmax and force coefficients of the baseline with two fuselage-modified

configurations.

CONFIGURATION Prnax, psf C L C D

BASELINE 2.73 0.1134 0.0097

FUSE_MOD 1 2.64 0.1053 0.0097

FUSE_MOD2 2.63 0.1025 0.0097

Based on results presented in Fig. 10 and Table 4, it is apparent that softening through fuselage

camber modifications should not be pursued further for this particular configuration.

Softening Through Wing Dihedral Modification

The procedure for softening attempts through wing dihedral modifications is similar to the one

described in the previous section. The initial overpressure peak, Pmax, is once again chosen as the

objective function. In the present study, the modification to the wing dihedral is initially performed

on the wing leading edge and then extended to the entire wing. The wing in the Harris wave-drag

geometry definition is defined by a number of airfoils stacked in the spanwise direction. Also listed

in this definition are the coordinates of the leading edge point of each airfoil along with the chord

length of that airfoil. Therefore, a cubic spline fit with several control points can be used to describe

the wing leading edge curve. For the present optimization process, the control points with given

upper and lower limits in the vertical direction are the design variables with limits as their con-

straints. From each set of design variables, a new cubic spline fit is obtained from which the new

position of leading edge points can be interpolated. Due to the constraints placed on the dihedral

modification, the new position of each wing leading edge point should indicate the translation of

that point only in the vertical direction. All the other points on the airfoil positioned at the same

spanwise location of each leading edge point are then translated vertically along with the leading

edge point. This type of dihedral modification allows for no change in the thickness and camber of

the airfoils.

The leading edge curve of baseline_1122 alongwith the design variables are shown in Fig. 11.

Also, presented in Fig. 11 is the leading edge curve of the modified configuration dubbed here as

DIH_MOD. The comparisons of ground pressure signatures of the baseline and DIH_MOD is pre-

sented in Fig. 12.
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The angle of attack for the aerodynamic and sonic-boom analyses of the baseline configuration

is set to 4.0 o. The values of the bow and tail shocks of the ground pressure signatures of the base-

line configuration is listed in Table 5. Also listed in Table 5 are the computed force coefficients of

the baseline configuration. The angle of attack for DIH_MOD configuration, however, was in-

creased to 4.04 o to obtain the same lift coefficient as the baseline configuration. The levels of bow

and tail shocks and the force coefficients for DIH_MOD configurations are also listed in Table 5.

The comparisons of the results indicate that for conditions that produce similar force coefficients,

the DIH_MOD is predicted to produce a ground signature which is about 4% lower in bow shock

than the baseline configuration.

Table 5 - Comparisons of baseline and DIH_MOD.

CONFIGURTION Bow Shock, psf C L C D

BASELINE 2.61 0.1056 0.0092

DIH_MOD 2.50 0.1058 0.0091

There were several other dihedral shapes designed by the softening team which the sonic-boom

analysis of the corresponding softened configurations indicated similar or even more significant

improvement in the ground sonic-boom level compared to the baseline configuration (Refs. 12-13).

Therefore, it becomes apparent that the dihedral modification can be an important tool for the soft-

ening purposes.

It is important to further investigate the physical phenomena behind the dihedral modification

which produces such significant sonic boom improvements. The comparisons of crossflow-

normalized pressure contours on the wing at several axial stations of the baseline and DIH_MOD

configurations are presented in Fig. 13. The darker shades represent the higher pressure regions.

The lower magnitude of the ground sonic boom level of the modified configuration compared to

the baseline may be explained by the lower pressure region on the lower side of the wing. The

propagation of the shock below the aircraft is clearly shown at Stations X=170 ft. and X=190 ft.;

however, the pressure is also lower on the upper side of the modified configuration which may

explain why both configurations have similar lift coefficients.
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Fig. 13- Normalized pressure contours of the baseline and DIH_MOD configurations.

The crossflow Mach number contours for both configurations are presented in Fig. 14. The darker

shades represent higher Mach number regions. The comparisons of the contours in Fig. 14 indicate

the higher flow speed near the wing of the modified configuration which is mainly due to higher span-

wise components of the velocity near the wing. It is believed that the shape of wing in the modified

configuration allows for the flow to accelerate toward the outboard direction, resulting in the higher

Mach number. The higher Mach number region is primarily responsible for the lower pressure region

near the wing.
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Fig. 14- Mach number contours of the baseline and DIH_MOD configurations.

It is should be noted that the wing dihedral optimization was performed on the wing-body alone

configuration since analysis of wing-body-nacelle configuration is more computational intensive and

at this time cost prohibitive. The important effects of the nacelle-wing interference on the ground sig-

nature is not included in the redesign process until the subsequent analysis of the wing-body-nacelle

configuration. This makes the process cumbersome and less than optimum. Further improvement to

the efficiency of the analysis code is therefore needed for a more automated optimization process.
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SoniC-Boom Analysis of the Proposed Softened Conflgur;_tipq

A set of geometric modifications for the sonic-boom softening of the Boeing HSCT was estab-

lished based on the efforts of the present study and the efforts of the other members of the Boeing

Softening Team. The details of the modifications performed on the Boeing HSCT baseline (1080-

1405) are presented in Ref. 12. The modified-linear theory sonic-boom analyses of the baseline

1080_1405 and its sonic-boom softened version 1080_1444, proposed by the Boeing Softening

Team, are also presented in Ref. 12. The schematics of both configurations are presented in Fig. 15.

Baseline Configuration
1080_1405

Softened Configuration
1080_1444

Fig. 15 - Top views of the Boeing 1080_1405 baseline and 1080_1444 softened

configurations
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The baselineand the softenedconfigurationsare designedfor start-crhisecondition of
freestreamMachnumber2.4.Theflight altitudefor 1080_1405and1080_1444are53,590ft. and
55,300ft., respectively.Bothaircraftare314ft. longwith thewing referenceareaof 8500ft.2.The
designlift coefficientsare0.0903for baselineconfigurationand0.1026for thesoftenedconfigu-
ration.

Preliminaryaerodynamicanalysisrunsto obtainthecorrectangleof attack corresponding to

the designed C L yielded O_ = 4.1° for the baseline configuration and (X = 4.0 ° for the softened

configuration. The sonic-boom analyses of the both configurations using MIM3D-SB code were

then performed and the ground pressure signatures compared in Fig. 16. The computed near-field

pressure signatures were extrapolated from h/l=1.0 to the ground using MDBOOM code. The lev-

els of bow shock on the ground are listed in Table 6.

Table 6 - Comparisons of the baseline 1080_1405 and the softened 1080-1444 configurations.

1080-1405 1080 1444 Reduction

Bow Shock 2.93 2.60 11.2%

a."
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Fig. 16 - Comparisons of the ground pressure signatures of the final baseline and the softened

configurations.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

NASA Langley's computational efforts in sonic-boom softening of the Boeing 1080-1122

baseline concept were presented. In these efforts, an optimization process using an Euler CFD

method was employed to reduce the ground boom of the baseline through fuselage camber and

wing dihedral modifications. The study also included aerodynamic and sonic-boom analyses of the

baseline and some of the proposed "softened" configurations.

The comparisons of two Euler methodologies, USM3D and MIM3D-SB, for sonic-boom anal-

ysis were preseiated. The comparisons of the near-field signatures indicate differences in the shock

magnitudes and in the expansion region; however, the two codes demonstrated 1% precision in the

far-field for this configuration.

Two different wave propagation codes, MDBOOM and Thomas, were also compared. The

comparison indicated that shorter length signatures and smaller pressure shock magnitudes on the

ground are predicted by the Thomas code. As expected, the Thomas code shows a great deal of

sensitivity to the separation distance. On the other hand, the separation distance plays a minor role

on the sonic-boom level on the ground predicted by MDBOOM. Therefore, with MDBOOM,

smaller separation distances and reasonable size computational fields can be used for the sonic-

boom analysis. Further comparisons of signatures extrapolated by the propagation codes and flight

test measured data are needed for the accuracy assessment of these codes.

The study was also extended to investigate the effects of the pylons on the sonic-boom level on

the ground. The study showed that for the present baseline configuration, pylon has a small effect

on the ground signature. Therefore, one may be persuaded to exclude the pylons from the config-

uration in the optimization cycle. The omission of pylon may result in significant reduction in labor

connected to grid generation which may not cause a substantial alteration in the optimum values.

The effects of pylon onground signatures may be a configuration dependent phenomena and

should be investigated further.

A CFD optimization technique was used for the sonic-boom minimization of the baseline con-

figuration through fuselage camber and wing dihedral modifications. For fuselage camber modifi-

cation cases, the softened candidates showed a reduction in the initial overpressure peak on the

ground at lower lift coefficients but no reduction was achieved when a constraint was placed to

maintain the lift. The optimization process worked better for wing dihedral modification cases

where the study resulted in a softened configuration with a lower ground boom and without any

aerodynamics penalties. The optimization process can be improved by addition of the MDBOOM

propagation capability. Also, efficient nacelle integration is also needed to reduce the complexity

of the design optimization process by deleting the step where sonic-boom analysis of the wing-

body-nacelle configuration is performed after the configuration is optimized.
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Finally, sonic-boomanalysesof thefinal baselineconfigurationselectedby theBoeingsoften-
ing teamandthesoftenedconfigurationproposedby thatteamwereperformed.Thesoftenedcon-
figuration was predicted to produce a bow shock about 11.2% lower than the baseline
configuration.
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Introduction

A team was formed to tackle the sonic boom softening issues of the current

Boeing HSCT design. The team consisted of personnels from NASA Ames,

NASA Langley, and Boeing company. The work described in this paper was
done when the first author was at NASA Ames Research Center.

This paper presents the sonic boom softening work on two Boeing HSCT

baseline configurations, Ref-H and Boeing- 1122. This presentation can be

divided into two parts: parametric studies and sonic boom minimization by CFD

optimization routines.

Although Mr. Dan Baize is not in the author list, he provides valuable

suggestions and leadership during the period of the study.

w SAM SON CHEUNGB

.........................

Sonic Boom Minimization Efforts on

Boeing HSCT Baseline

Samson Cheung (MDA), Kamran Fouladi (NASA Langley),

George Haglund (Boeing), and Eugene Tu (NASA Ames)

Sonic Boom Workshop

NASA Langley Research Center

September 12-13, 1995
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The outline of this paper is shown below. First is the objectives of this paper.

Then a brief description of the CFD tools that used in this study followed by the

results from parametric studies of wing sweeps and wing dihedral. The results of

sonic boom minimization on a wing/body configuration will be presented

followed by a conclusion.

• SAMSON CHEUNGI

Outline

• Objectives

• CFD Tools and Methodology

• Inboard Leading-Edge Sweep Study

• Outboard Leading-Edge Sweep Study

• Wing Dihedral Study

• Wing Dihedral Optimization

• Conclusion
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The objectivesof this study arestatedin the viewgraph below.

In this presentation, the results of nose camber study will not be shown. Those
results are presented in the paper titled "Langley's Computational Efforts in

Sonic-Boom Softening of the Boeing 1080-1122 Concept."

• SAMSON CHE UNGm

Objectives

Study effects on HSCT sonic boom with different wing

geometric parameters

- Wing sweep, Nose camber, Wing dihedral...

Make use of the CFD optimization tools to explore better
methods for sonic boom softening
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Most of the CFD tools and methodology used in this paper have been developed

in the previous year and also presented in the previous workshops. For sonic

boom prediction, only inviscid calculations are needed. A space-marching

scheme would be ideal for sonic boom calculation for its efficiency and due to the

nature of supersonic flow. However, the geometry complicity and the occurrence

of subsonic flow near the wing/body/nacelle region require a time-iterative

scheme that is normally less efficient than a space-marching scheme.

Combining the two CFD codes, a space-march code (UPS3D) and a time-

iterative code (OVERFLOW), developed at NASA Ames Research Center, can

provide an efficient and accurate sonic boom prediction code complex. The code

complex is supported by the overset grid method and a hyperbolic grid generator.

OVERINT, canThe force integration routine, . provide accurate force and moment
calculation for this type of hybrid calculation.

While the CFD code complex calculation provides the near-field solution, the

mid-field solution is calculated by a very efficient axisymmetric Euler solver

(WPSYM) based on method of characteristics. The sonic boom at the ground

(far-field) is calculated by linear method based on Whitham F-function

developed a couple of decades ago.

An optimization routine, NPSOL, is used for sonic boom minimization.

• SAMSON CHEUNGs

CFD Tools and Methodology

• OVERFLOW / UPS3D code complex (hybrid)

- time- iterative and space-marching Euler calculations

• Overset Grid / Hyperbolic grid generator
?

• Zip-Grid: OVERINT

• Boom extrapolation:

- WPSYM (Mid-field axisymmetric Euler solver)

- F-Function (Far-field extrapolation code)

• Optimizer NPSOL
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The figure below showsthe CFD codecomplex (UPS3D/OVERFLOW) applied
to solvethe BoeingRef-H wing/body/nacelle configuration. Thecontinuity of the
pressurecontour lines indicates theUPS3D/OVERFLOW interface routine
performed correctly.

Reference-H

UPS/OVERFLOW Interface

UP83D

OVERFLOW

UPS3D

Pressure

Mach 2.4

a - 4.5 degrees

SHe 94/2

0.20 0.94 1.67 140 3.14
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The figure below shows how OVERINT works. The code takes the surface grids

and solutions from UPS3D code and OVERFLOW code, and replace the

interface region by a triangular zip grid. The forces and moments are calculated
on these s_faces one-by-one.
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All the codesdescribedin the previousviewgraphsarecombinedtogether with
the numerical optimization routine (NPSOL) to perform sonic boom softening
optimization. The viewgraph below showsschematicallyhow thesecodesare
combinedtogether.

• SAMSON CHEUNGi

CFD Optimization Code Complex

trr's31_...I.......

OVERINT

Near Field

_ WPSYM
_ i

Optimization Code Complex
Far Fiel_
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Inboard Leading-Edge Sweep Study

First presented here is the inboard leading-edge sweep study. This is inspired by

the results obtained from the previous year. The reason to change the leading-

edge sweep of Ref-H is to "smooth" out the total equivalent area of the aircraft

which is related to the sonic boom according to the supersonic theory.

• SAMSON CHEUNGm

Inboard Leading-Edge Sweep Study

Configuration: Reference-H

Aim: Reduce the rate of change of the slope in the Ae-curve

Solution: Change the inboard leading-edge sweep angle
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The figure below shows the pressure contours of the Ref-H with and without

leading-edge sweep modification. From the contour lines, we can see the wing
shock contours are thinner in the modified case. This indicates the modification

weaken the shock although there are some complicated structures right under the
modified aircraft.

However, since the leading-edge of the Ref-H is round, the modification shown

here has a significant drag penalty. At that point in time, the team decided to

•study the outboard-wing sweep of Ref-H. No further investigation of the leading-

edge sweep was done.

Modil_d

Sonic Boom Softening of Ref-H

_!(' 1994'9
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Boeing had studieda seriesof outboard-wing sweepson the Ref-H using linear
method.Thejob now is to verify the effect of the outboard-wing sweepsby the
CFD tools. The casechosento bestudiedis amodified sweepof 55 degrees.The
sketchbelow Showsthe outboard-wing sweepsof the original Ref-H (48°) and

the modified sweep(55°).

I'-
The verification was done using the CFD code complex (UPS3D/OVERFLOW)

on the two wing/body/nacelle configurations. The results of sonic boom at the

near and far fields are shown in the viewgraph below. The decrease in percentage

of the overpressure psf is as it was predicted by the linear theory.

Pressure Field Variation of Ref-H by Wing Sweep
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The viewgraph below shows the computational results of the original Ref-H and

the Ref-H with modification in the outboard-wing sweep.

• SAMSON CHEUNGn

Outboard-Wing Sweep Study (Cont.)

UPS3D/OVERFLOW code complex: Inviscid calculations

Overpressure obtained at one and two body lengths under the

flight track (H/L = 1 and 2)

Sonic Boom Extrapolated from the near-field overpressure

Aerodynamic Forces obtainedby OVERINT

Inviscid Lift and Drag Comparison

C L C o L/D

Ref-H 0:.1252 0.01188 11.29

Ref-H (rood) 0.1281 0.0 I050 12.74
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Boeing- 1122 Configuration

At this point in time a new configuration called Boeing-1122, whose has a

planform very similar to the Ref-H but different nacelle concept, was introduced.

The viewgraph below shows the planform and the nacelle locations of the new

configuration.

HSCT B_,¢ing-i122

Mach- 2.4

C L - 0.115
L= 314 ft.
Ref. Area = 7700 sq. ft.

0.2148

0.5668
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The following viewgraph shows the near-field pressure signals of the Boeing-

1122 configuration with and without nacelle at 0.7 and 1 body lengths (H/L=0.7

and 1) under the aircraft. It is clear that the nacelle integration of the HSCT has a

major boom contribution because of the lift and volume generated.

Pressure Signals of Boeing-l122

AP

P
OO

0.10-

I I I I I

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
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This viewgraph give a feel of the nacelle effect on the sonic boom.

Boeing-1122: Sonic Boom

t_

_
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.. PLdB
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i I i i

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
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The team decided to apply a hyperbolic tangent to the wing dihedral of the
Boeing-1122 configuration. As a first step of the study, only the wing/body is
considered. The viewgraph below shows the hyperbolic tangent dihedral verses

the original dihedral.

In this study, a dihedral means that at a certain spanwise location the wing is
"bent" up according to the hyperbolic tangent. The hyperbolic tangent started at a

distance "Root" away from the centerline and ended at the maximum wing-tip

location (0.2148 body lengths).

There are three cases to be studied. The third case has a height A of 102 inches

which is may not be realistic for HSCT, but it is worthwhile to study its effect on
the boom.

• SAMSON CHEUNG•

Wing Dihedral Study

Parametric Study of Wing Dihedral: Hyperbolic Tangent

,Centerline

I Modified

r-
ir_-_ ellne

t

Case 1 (R100_D42): Root at 100 inches from centedine. Height A is 42 inches.

Case 2 (RI00_D84): Root at 100 inches from centedine. Height h is 84 inches.

Case 3 (R68_DI02): Root at 68 inches from centerline. Height h is 102 inches.
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The effect of wing dihedral is shown in this viewgraph below. These are the near-

field pressure signals from different wing dihedrals at one body length (H/L= 1)

under the configuration. As shown in the viewgraph, the larger the height A, the

larger a fiat region in the expansion. This fiat region alleviates the steepness of

the wing shock and reduce the overpressure at the ground when the wing shock

coalesces the bow shock. The resulting psf of the overpressure is reduced as the

height A goes up.

From the parametric study of wing dihedral, it seems that larger the height A,

smaller the overpressure of the boom.

• SAMSON CHEUNGB

Dihedral Effect an Near-Field Pre._nre

Boeing-1122 Wing/Body Configuration

P®
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As a first step of sonic boom minimization, only wing/body configuration is

considered. All the CFD tools and numerical optimization routine are linked

together to form an optimization code complex as shown in the previous

viewgraphs. Since nacelles are not modelled, OVERFLOW is not employed to

save computational time.

We took the third dihedral case, R68_D 102, as the initial configuration. It should

be noticed that this dihedral with height A of 102 inches may not be realistic in

the first place. The purpose of the optimization run is not to produce a viable

HSCT configuration. Instead, we try to modify the wing dihedral, with lift

constrained, to explore any possibility that we might miss in the parametric
study.

A series of Fourier Sine curve is chosen to modified the hyperbolic tangent.

Details of the sine curves are shown in the next viewgraph.

m SAMSON CHEUNGg

Sonic Boom Minimization

• Boeing-1122 Wing/Body Configuration

• Optimization Routine: NPSOL

• Lift Constraint

• Wing Dihedral

• Fourier Sine Curves as Shape Functions
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A seriesof Fourier sine curves is shown below. This sine curvesarechosenfor
two reasons:

1) they will conserve the area under the original hyperbolic curve.

2) more curves are chosen (i.e., higher the value m) means higher the Fourier

frequencies included. This means that if the optimal solution exists, this will give

the global optimum.

• SAMSON CHEUNG•
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This viewgraph shows some data of the optimization process. The optimization

routine took 4 iterations, that consists of 33 CFD/extrapolation analyses, to

converge. This is equivalent to 5 CPU hours on the CRAY C-90. The table in the

viewgraph indicates the overpressure of boom is reduced with the lift fixed.

However, the drag is increased.

• SAMSON CHEUNGi

Sonic Boom Minimization Result

Lift Constraint

33 CFD evaluations

17917 sec. (5 hrs.) on CRAY C-90

N-wave overpressure (psf) reduction

Wing Dihedral Optimization Comparison

CL CD PSF

Initial 0.1231 0.01175 2.1274

Optimized 0.1234 0.01223 2.0852
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This viewgraph shows the overpressure psf of the sonic boom during the

optimization process. Initially, the optimization starts from the hyperbolic

tangent dihedral (as shown). The ups and downs of the psf's indicate the "path"

that the optimizer took in the search of the optimum.

At the end, the optimization process gives a lowest boomwith O.1 psf smaller
than the baseline.
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This viewgraph below shows the initial dihedral (hyperbolic tangent) and the

optimized dihedral. They are very much different. The optimization result shows

that the wing should be bent upward at the spanwise location 150 inches to 320

inches from the centerline. Then bend down at the mid-span. Since the

configuration is an arrow wing. This figure indicates that more lift should be

generated near the inboard leading edge followed by a reduction of lift from the

aft. If we plot the lift or the area distribution of the wing/body configuration, it

would look like the next viewgraph.

• SAMSON CHEUNGI
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This sketch shows that the optimization routine modifies the wing dihedral such
'that the lift is shifted forward with the total lift fixed. In fact, it makes a lot of

sense! For the HSCT, the majority of the lift is generated at the middle and

downstream parts of the wing. According to the sonic boom theory, higher lift

generates bigger shock (bigger boom). If the lift is distributed in such a way that

the shock generated from the aft wing is lower, then, this will alleviate the

steepness of the wing shock. As a result, a smaller N-wave is generated.

• SAMSON CHEUNG•

Message from CFD Optimization
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The viewgraph below summariesthe effort of this study.

• SAMSON CHEUNGm

Conclusion

CFD Optimization Code Complex has been exercised

- NPSOL, UPS3D/OVERFLOW, OVERINT, WPSYM...

To soften the boom of an aircraft, one may consider:

- A modified inboard leading-edge sweep (to smooth Ae)

- A higher outboard wing sweep

- A significant wing dihedral

- Lift shifted upstream on the wing
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POTENTIAL FOR SONIC BOOM REDUCTION

OF THE BOEING HSCT*

By George T. Haglund
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

P.O. Box 3707

• Seattle, WA 98124-2207

INTRODUCTION

The HSR sonic boom technology program includes a goal of reducing the
objectionable aspects of sonic boom. Earlier HSCT sonic boom studies considered achieving
significant sonic boom reduction by the use of arrow-wing planforms and detailed shaping of
the airplane to produce shaped waveforms (non N-waves) at the ground (Refs 1, 2). While
these design efforts were largely successful, the added risk and cost of the airplanes were
judged to be unacceptable. The objective of the current work is to explore smaller
configuration refinements that could lead to reduced sonic boom impact, within design and
operational constraints. A somewhat modest target of 10% reduction in sonic boom
maximum overpressure was selected to minimize the effect on the configuration performance.

This work was a joint NASA/Industry effort, utilizing the respective strengths of
team members at Boeing, NASA Langley, and NASA Ames. The approach used was to fin'st
explore a wide range of modifications and airplane characteristics for their effects on sonic
boom and drag, using classical Modified Linear Theory (MLT) methods. CFD methods
were then used to verify promising modifications and to analyze modifications for which the
MLT methods were not appropriate. The team produced a list of configuration changes with
their effects on sonic boom and, in some cases, an estimate of the drag penalty. The NASA
Langley results are reported by Fouladi (Ref. 3) and the NASA Ames results by Cheung
(Ref. 4).

The most promising modifications were applied to produce a boom-softened
derivative of the baseline Boeing HSCT configuration. This boom-softened configuration
was analyzed in detail for the reduced sonic boom impact and also for the effect of the
configuration modifications on drag, weight, and overall performance relative to the baseline.

The Boeing baseline configuration (often called the "Reference H") was initially
designated as the 1080-1122 (as in Refs. 3 and 4), but was updated to the 1080-1405 late in
the study. These two Reference H baselines differ only in details and in rules used in
performance sizing. The -1405 baseline was a more recent baseline used in the Task 11
Planform Study. The boom-softened configuration is designated as the 1080-1444 (or

simply the -1444), and is closely related to the -1407 configuration, also of the Task 11
Planform Study.

* This work was done under Task 5 of Contract NAS1-20220.
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AIRPLANELIFT AND VOLUME EFFECTS

As astartingpointin sonicboomreduction, it is instructive to consider the relative
importance of lift and volume on maximum overpressure. Figure 1 shows typical results
during cruise for the baseline configuration. Throughout cruise, the maximum overpressure
due to lift dominates over volume by a factor of 2.3. Interestingly, the ratio of maximum
equivalent areas due to lift and volume is close to the same factor (Bmax / Amax = 827/327
= 2.5)'. This lift dominance is a direct result of the hea W airplane weight and high altitude
cruise condition. The sonic boom from a light-weight fighter aircraft at low altitude, on the
other hand, is dominated by volume effects (size and shape).

The lift contribution to maximum overpressure is so dominating that the volume effect
is almost negligible in comparison. For example, at the start of cruise the voume contribution
to maximum overpressure is 1.16 psf, while the lift contribution is 2.71 psf. If it were

possible to miraculously eliminate the volume contribution, the lift contribution of 2.71 psf
would still remain, which is only a 0.24 psf reduction from the total maximum overpressure
of 2.95 (and only an 8% reduction). In this formulation where lift and volume effects are

considered separately, the two maximum overpressures must be combined using the

following equation: APtotal = [ (APvol) 2 + (APlift) 2 ] 1/2 1)

It is clear that efforts to reduce sonic boom must focus on lift effects, or more
specifically, on the wing planform and size. In the trade studies described below, we were

not limited to wing effects alone, since the baseline airplane may have a particular problem
that could be corrected to reduce sonic boom. However, wing planform studies formed the
bulk of the trade studies since that is where the greatest gains can be made.
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Figure 1. Relative Importance of Lift and Volume to Total Sonic Boom Overpressure.

* The maximum equivalent area due to volume is the maximum area as cut by the Mach lines

in the standard manner and is about 327 ft 2. The maximum area of the equivalent body due
to lift can be calculated as

Bmax = (13/2) (CL) Sref = (13/2) (W/q) = 827 ft 2
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BASELINECONFIGURATION

The 1080-1405isaMach2.4commercialtransportdesignedtocarry304passengers
in mixed-classseatingovera distanceof 5000nm. Theinteriorof thecabinis basedon
current737/757comfortlevels. Thefuselageis area-ruledfor low wavedrag,andthewing
is positionedlow on thefuselagefor safeemergencyegressandto allow theprimarywing
structuretorun beneaththecabinfloor. Themainlandinggearis athree-postdesignthatis
housedin thefuselageandwing. Themostrecentengineconceptis used,themixed-flow
turbofan,whichprovidesimprovednoiseon takeoffandlanding,andbetteroverallfuel
consumption.Theengineis designatedasthe3765.100"Best"DSM, whichfeaturesa
Down StreamMixer (DSM)nozzlewith aspiratedexhaustflow for reducednoise.

The-1405baselineis arecent"ReferenceH" design.Theperformancesizingchart
(or "thumbprint")is shownbelowin Figure2, which indicatestheminimumtakeoffgross
weightthatsatisfiesthedesignconstraints,suchasrequiredfuel for themissionandclimb
time. The-1405needsarelatively largewing to carryenoughfuel for themission. Figure3
displaystheuncycled(or "point design")configuration,from which estimatesaremadeof
airplaneemptyweight,installedengineperformance,andaerodynamics.Thisbaseline
airplanewasthebasisfor boomsofteningandservedasareferencepointin termsof sonic
boomandoverallperformance.

OPTIMUM SIZE:

MTOW = 746,900
SREF (gross) = 9119 ft 2
Wa = 774 lb/sec

750

9000 9500 10000 10500
Wing Area (sq.ft)

Figure 2. Performance-sizing chart for the Baseline "Reference H" 1080-1405.
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BOOM-SOFTENING OPTIONS EXPLORED

Sonic boom reduction is a challenge for vehicles flying at Mach 2.4 and with severe
limits imposed by design and operational constraints. Previous studies (Refs 1, 2) had the

advantage of being able to "shape" the sonic boom signature at the ground, by slowing the
coalescence of shock waves through reduced Mach number and altitude, an-ow-wing
planforms, and detailed airplane shaping. In these latest studies, however, concepts to
achieve non-coalescence of shock waves or long rise time were not explored. Thus, the rules
of the game are changed considerably, since our boom reduction must occur for flight at high
Mach number and altitude when N-wave pressure signatures at the ground are produced. In
this case, sonic boom reduction is a little bit like trying to fool Mother Nature. Indeed, we

have reason to be humble when we consider that turbulence and air absorption have greater
influences on sonic boom than the airplane designer.

Nevertheless, it's clear that sonic boom can be reduced by careful configuration
design, and the "Reference H" Team began with that prospect in January, 1995. The Team
consisted of the following members:

REFERENCE H BOOM-SOFTENING TEAM

George Haglund (ream Leader)
Reggie Abel

Langley R. C. Dan Baize

Kamran Fouladi (Lockheed)

Ames R. C, Eugene Tu
Samson Cheung (MCAT)

The fin-st order of business was to identify possible boom-softening modifications for
study. About 30 candidates were identified and pfiofitized according to their estimated effect

on drag and performance, as shown in Figure 4. We focused on modifications in Group A,
which are items with probable drag reduction. Group B (small drag penalty) and Group C
(significant drag penalty) had lower priority.

The approach taken was to study as many - 1405 modifications as possible as
individual trade studies. Boeing (Haglund and Abel) used the Modified Linear Theory
(MLT) methods to quickly explore a wide range of modificatons and parameters for their
effects on sonic boom and drag. Selected promising modifications and studies were give to
Langley or Ames for CFD analysis, verification, or optimization. This division of labor
made the best use of our respective strengths. An example of this procedure was the study of
outboard wing sweep completed in January. Boeing analyzed the full range of outboard
leading edge sweep (48, 55, 62, and 68.5 deg). Cheung at Ames R. C. verified the MLT

results with a CFD method for the most promising sweep angle of 55 deg (most promising
from sonic boom and overall performance, considering wing weight, etc.).

In the time available, most of the items in Group A were examined, as shown in
Figure 4. The MLT results are summarized in the next paragraphs, and the CFD results are
reported separately by Fouladi (Ref. 3) and Cheung (Ref. 4). Wing dihedral is discussed in
somewhat greater detail in a later section.
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Effect of Airplane Gross Weight (A-2)

Since the HSCT sonic boom is lift dominated, any reduction in airplane weight will
reduce the sonic boom accordingly. However, the sonic boom dependence with gross
weig.ht is fairly weak, as. shown in Figure 5. For a 100,000 lb reduction in gross weight, the
maxunum overpressure is reduced from 2.89 to 2.57 psf (about 11% reduction). This

analysis was for a fixed wing size with the lift coefficient held constant (and therefore higher
altitude at the lighter weight). The higher altitude gives an additional boom reduction.

Improved structural or propulsion efficiencies will help to reduce gross weight,
however, boom reduction will only occur if that weight reduction shows up as reduced wing
loading. The tendency will be to reduce the wing size and keep a high wing loading for
optimum performance, which would give little sonic boom reduction.

2.9

[d.

¢.,O

I ALTITUDE = 58,370 FT I I 56,600W/S = 75.3 PSF 81.8

V

55,00088.3

= 5 ii ii

570 590 610 630 650 670 690

GROSS WEIGHT, 1000 LB

Figure 5. Sonic boom variation with airplane gross weight (fixed wing size).
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Effectof WingArea(A-14)

Thebaselineplanformwasusedto evaluatetheeffectof increasedwing areafrom
7700to 8400to 9000ft2. Thenacellelocationwaspreservedat thebaseline% spanlocation.
Thelargerplanformconfigurationsmetthenecessaryperformancesizingconstraints,andthe
thumbprintswereevaluatedatacommonenginesizeof 750lb/sec.Thetop-of-climb
weightswerebasedon thesizedresultsfor the5000nm mission.

In going from 7700to 9000ft2, theboomreductionis about8.4%(from 2.96 to -
2.71psf), however,mostof thebenefitcomesat wing arealargerthan8400ft2. Thus,an
over-sizedwing (relativeto optimumperformancesized)givesareducedwing loadingand
reducedsonicboomdueto lift.

3.1
WING LOADING, W/S

90.3 PSF

.,., j.. ( ]

2.8

2.7

2.6'

7600 7800 8000 8200 8400 8600 8800

WING AREA, FT2

90O0

Figure 6. Maximum overpressure variation with wing size.
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Effectof Outboard Wing Sweep (A-5)

In this study, the outboard wing was swept from 48.0 deg (baseline) to 55.0, 62.0,
and 68.5 deg. No attempt was made to account for performance sizing or for any effect of
gross weight or cruise altitude, or to redesign the wing camber and twist.

The results show a significant reduction in maximum overpressure from 2.89 psf at
48 deg sweep to 2.57 at 68.5 deg, which is an 11% boom reduction. Larger sweep on the
outboard wing provides a more gentle build-up of lift and a longer lifting length.

3.0

k.g,
O3

<

O.

2.8

2.6

2.4
46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74

OUTBOARD WING LEADING EDGE SWEEP, DEG

Figure 7. Maximum overpressure variation with outboard wing leading edge sweep.

Effect of Wing Planform (A-9)

A major activity was a wing planform study of ten different planforms, most of
which were defined in Task 11. The ten planforms were def'med at approximately the same

wing size and analyzed for sonic boom at the same flight condition: Mach number 2.4, gross
weight of 683,740 lb, altitude of 54850 ft, and a CL of 0.115. Figure 8 compares the
planform shapes and shows the following groupings of planform variations:

baseline configurations (Boeing Ref. H and Douglas arrow-wing)
outboard sweep variations (39 to 56 deg)
wing leading edge break variations (34 to 70% span)

inboard sweep and strakelet variations ( 0 to 500 ft 2 added area).
Leading edge sweep angles are noted on Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the planform effect on maximum overpressure, with the data
presented several ways. The sonic boom lift parameter, KL, includes the effect of lifting
length, L, and lift condition. The KL parameter and average leading edge sweep are both
reasonably good as predictors for the effect of sonic boom, showing similar trends in

maximum overpressure. The lowest sonic boom occurs with the largest leading edge
sweeps, such as the the planform with the 70% span leading edge break location. The

benefit provided by an increase in the inboard leading edge sweep (with a "super" strakele0
is particularly interesting since it is much more feasible compared to an increase in outboard
wing sweep.
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Effect of Extended Wing Leading Edge Strakelet (A-8)

The baseline Reference H has a small strakelet on the wing leading edge at the side of
body, as shown in Figure 10. A bigger strakelet has the potential for providing more lift
forward on the configuration and for reducing the strength of the wing shock (and reduced
drag, as well). An attempt was made to design such a strakelet, but the result was a higher
sonic boom maximum overpressure. An examination of the bigger strakelet showed an
increase in drag-due-to-lift, indicating a bad camber and twist design. No further work was
done on this concept, but this remains as a candidate for boom reduction.

I

LARGE STRAKELET [ 1

Figure 10. Larger wing leading edge strakelet.

Effect of Smoothed Break in the Outboard Wing Leading Edge (A- 11)

At the "break" in the outboard wing leading edge sweep, the sweep changes abruptly
form 68.5 deg inboard to 48.0 deg outboard. This is a strong disturbance to the flow;
smoothing out this change in sweep may provide some sonic boom reduction. However, an
approximate sonic boom analysis with MLT methods showed no benefit. A more detailed
analysis is needed, accounting for thinner airfoil sections in the smoothed region due to the
longer chords, re-optimized camber and twist, and re-arearuled fuselage.

F

m m

"SMOOTHED"

LEADING EDGE BREAK /_ c_

Figure 11. Illustration of "smoothed" leading edge break.
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Effectof ModifiedNacelleForecowl(A-6)

Thebaseline3770nacelleforecowlon thebaseline-1122ReferenceH hasa lip angle
of about2.15deg.While this isnotexcessive,it producesashockwavewith anintensityof
about.031in Cpand.055in F(y) for theisolatednacelle.Sinceall four nacellesarelined
up, theyproducea significantdisturbancein bothlift andvolume. It wasthoughtthata
smaller lip angleandareducedshockstrengthhadthepotentialfor anaccompanyingsonic
boomreduction.Accordingly,thelip anglewasreducedto 1.5deg,whichreducedthe
shockstrengthto .022CpandtheF(y) peakto .037,andgaveanessentiallyconstantCp
level onthenacelleforecowl. Theeffectonsonicboom,however,wasonly a0.4%
reductionin maximumoverpressure.Thissmalleffectisprobablydueto thefactthatthe
averagepressureon theforecowlwasunchanged(thelip radiusandmaximumradiuswere
unchanged).Thissuggeststhatthemaximimradiusneedsto bereducedfor anysonicboom
benefit.However,thatwouldreducethepositivelift interferenceeffectsfor aperformance
penalty,andalsoreducethenacellevolumeavailablefor engineaccessories.

Effectof EngineMatch(A-18)

The3770engineis designedto havecruisethrustthatis 70% of takeoff thrust,which
is closeto optimumfor theReferenceH configuration. However,for anarrow-wing
planformwith reducedcruisedragandpoorlow speedperformanace,the3765engineis a
betterperformer.It hascruisethrustthatis 65%of takeoffthrust,which is abettermatchto
theairplanecharacteristics.Theeffectof thetwo entries wasanalyzedon theplanformwith
the leadingedgebreakat70%span.After performancesizing,thebetterenginematchgives
areductionof 35,000lb in start-of-cruisegrossweightanda boomreductionfrom 2.90to
2.87psf. Theboomreductionis smallerthanexpected(basedon thesizedTOGW
reduction),however,becauseof slightly loweraltitudeandthefactthatthe3765is
physicallyshorterin lengthsothatthepressurelevelsonthenacelleexteriorarehigher.

OtherStudiesonthe Reference H

Fouladi in Reference 3 describes CFD results for the sonic boom analysis of the two
baseline configurations (-1122 and -1405), and also the boom-softened configuration (1444).
He also describes CFD optimization results for the optimization of fuselage camber and wing
dihedral. Cheung in Reference 4 presents his CFD analysis of the baseline sonic boom

(1122) and optimization of wing leading edge sweep and wing dihedral.

As can be seen in Figure 4, many of the potential boom-softening options have not
yet been studied. Although 18 items remain untouched, many of them are low priority
because of their expected adverse effect on airplane performance. Other options need further
study. Wing dihedral is a special case that was given considerable attention, and is reported
in the next section.
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WING DIHEDRAL

Positivedihedralprovidesareductionin sonicboombecauseof theincreasein the
virtuallengthof thelift andvolumedistributions.A fairly aggressivedihedraldesign(5deg)
wasadoptedto fully exploit theboomreductionandexploretheeffectonperformance.Both
MLT andCFDmethodswereusedto designthedihedral"shape".TheCFD resultsare
reportedin References3 and4. TheMLT far-field wave-dragmethodresultsaredescribed
herein somedetailsincetheyprovidesomeinsightinto thebenefitof wing dihedral,and
gavegoodresultscomparedto theCFD designmethods.

Figure12showstheD/Qof theequivalentbodiesof revolutionfor the-1405baseline
ascut by theMachanglefor azimuthalangles,0,from -90to +90deg. TheD/Qvalueat0-

• 90degis very largeandis preciselytheequivalentbodyusedfor sonicboomcalculationfor
theboomthatpropagatesdirectlydownward.(Thesonicboomat 0valuesfrom zeroto +90
propagateupwardandwouldbeof interestonly for sencondarybooms). It appearsthat
conventionaldesignsareinadvertentlydesignedto producethestrongestboomdirectlybelow
thevehicle! Actually,thiswill alwaysbe thecasefor aconventionaldesignwith astraight
wing trailingedgeandwith thenacelleinletsalignedat thesamelon_tudinal station.Wing
dihedralprovidesaway to reducethehighD/Q for theequivalentbodyato-90degby
makingthewingappearto bemoreswept,andalsoby makingthenacellesappearstaggered
dueto theshearbetweentheinboardandoutboardnacelles.

Figure12alsoshowstheD/Qvariationfor the-1405with wing dihedral.The
averageD/Q isessentiallyunchanged,buttheD/Q for the0-90equivalentbodyisreducedby
one-half,which is directlyrelatedto theboomreductionfor thedownwardpropagating
boom.
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Figure 12. Variation of wave drag D/Q with azimuth angle, 0, with and without dihedral.
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Figure13belowshowsthebuild-upof theequivalentareasof thedifferentairplane
componentsat Mach2.4for the0-90 cuts.Thesharpareapeakcausedby thenacellesand
thesuddendropat thewing gaffingedgecontributeto averyhigh-dragequivalent-body,
with aD/Q of 114.This analysisillustratesasignificantsonicboom"problem"of the
ReferenceH planform. Theareadistributionsin Figure14showtheeffectof wing dihedral
in reducingthemaximumareaandaddingeffectivesweepto thewing trailingedge.TheD/Q
of theo-90 totalequivalentbodywith dihedralis reducedby one-halfto 56. However,the
averageDIQ (or wavedrag)isessentiallyunchanged.
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Figure 13. Equivalent body due to volume for 0 -90 deg cut at Mach 2.4.
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TheMLT methodfor designingwingdihedralconsisted'ofusingfar-field supersonic
arearulemethods(Ref.5) todetermineanoptimumdihedralshape.It wasobviousvertical
separationof theinboardandoutboardnacelleswasbeneficialandthatthewing tip shouldbe
ashighaspossible.However,structuralaspectsof wing dihedralareamajorconcern,since
anyadditonalwingweightwill increaseDEW andMTOW, degradingoverallairplane
performance.Thewing tip shearwasthereforelimitedto about+58incheswith respectto a
fiat wing (and+83inchesfrom thebaselinewingwith its smallanhedral).CFDoptimization
results(Refs.3,4) alsoprovidedsomeusefulinsight. Thefinal dihedraldesignon the
boom-softened-1444reducedtheD/Qvalueat o-90to 37.4,with asmall decreasein
averageD/Q. Figure15givesacomparisonof thespan-wisewing shapeswith andwithout
dihedral.
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Figure 15. Rear views of trailing edge and rear spar "shapes", with and without dihedral.
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While the MLT design method only dealt with volume effects, it appears that the
resulting design provides a significant reduction in the lift contribution to sonic boom, as
well. The sonic boom reduction is 5% in maximum overpressure for the 5 degrees of
dihedral.

The impact of wing dihedral on OEW and MTOW was assessed through structural
and performance analyses. A fairly detailed non-linear structural analyis gave a 20% increase
in the weight of the wing box. This was offset by a weight decrease because of a shorter
landing gear. Wing dihedral places the inboard nacelles higher from the ground, which
determines the landing gear length for adequateclearance during takeoff rotation and landing
flare. The landing gear of the -1444 was 12 inches shorter than it would have been without
wing dihedral.

The weight increments for wing dihedral are as follows:

Unsized AOEW

Wing structure +3,950
Landing gear -1.190

Net difference +2,760 lb

Sized AMTOW +13,900 lb

Wing dihedral introduces an additional compexity to the configuration, with good and
bad effects, which will need to studied and understood. Favorable effects include the

following:

1) Reduced sonic boom because of the increase in virtual lifting length.

2) Reduced length (and weight) of the main landing gear. Or, for the same gear
length, there would be more touchdown clearance. For the HSCT, "tail strike" is
really "nacelle strike", and may be a compelling reason to consider wing dihedral as a
way to protect the expensive nacelle-nozzle-engine hardware.

Unfavorable effects of wing dihedral include the following:

1) Reduced lateral-directional stability and handling qualities, specifically, reduced

lateral control during crosswind landing, and reduced control during high speed
engine failure (rolling moment due to sideslip). By one estimate, five degrees of
wing dihedral means 20% more lateral control authority will be required.

2) Increased wing weight will be required to maintain wing structural requirements.

In conclusion, wing dihedral shows promise for sonic boom reduction, but the adverse
effects to the configruation aerodynamics and structure must be minimized.
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BOOM-SOFTENEDCONFIGURATION,1080-1444

Theresultof theparametrictradestudiesreportedinprevioussectionsshowedthat
themostpromisingboom-softeningoptionsarerelatedto changesto thewing. This is
consistentwith thefact thattheHSCTsonicboomis lift dominated.Theplanformtrade
study,in particular,indicatedthatincreasingtheoutboardwing sweepfrom 48 to 55degwas
beneficial. In addition,theTask11 (TechnologyIntegration)PlanformStudyshoweda
promisingconfigurationwith 55degoutboardsweep,thePlanformJ (or 1080-1407).This
planformhasseveralboom-softeningfeatures,suchaslongerlifting length,increased
averagewingleadingedgesweep,anda furtheroutboardlocationof thebreakin the
outboardwing leadingedgesweep(52%spanfor the-1405and70% spanfor the-1407).
Accordingly,the-1407becameacandidateboom-softenedconfiguration.

A numberof additionalboom-softeningoptionswereconsidered(suchasfuselage
forebodycamberandreducednacelleforecowlangle),butmostwererejectedbecauseof little
or nosonicboomreductionor adverseeffectsto airplaneperformance.The oneexception
waswing dihedral. As describedin theprevioussection,wing dihedralgivesaneffective
increasem wing sweepandanacellestaggereffect. Theboom-softened-1444
configuration,therfore, hastheplanformof the-1407with theadditionof wing dihedral;it
differs from the-1405in thewing designonly. Thefuselagearea-rulingis slightly different
becauseof thedifferentwing. Empennage,engines,systems,landinggear,etc.,areall
identicalfor bothconfigurations.A comparisonof the-1405and-1444wing paramtersand
generalfeaturesaregiveninFigure 16below.

Parameter] Feature
- 1405 - 1444

oni_ Baseline Deriviativ¢

Wing Parameters*
Wing Span ft 137.2 125.1

Wing area (gross) ft _ 8500 8500
Aspect Ratio -- 2.21 1.84

Wing L.E. Sweep deg 76/68.5/48 71.0/55.0
Average L.E. Sweep deg 59.0 65.7
Wing L.E. Break % span 52 70
Wing Dihedral deg -2.5 +4.8

General Features*

MTOGW Ib 672,700 672,700

Fuselage length ft 314.0 314.0
Engine size lb/sec 900 900
Tri-class passengers -- 304 304

* Note: These are the point design values (unsized).

Figure 16. Comparison of key airplane characteristics, - 1405 and - 1444.
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A direct comparison of the two planforms is shown in Figure 17 for the same gross
wing area of 8500 ftL This clearly shows the boom-softening features of the -1444
planform: longer lifting length, increased leading edge sweep, and 70% span leading edge
break.

Since the aspect ratios are so different for the two wings, the aerodynamaics are

considerably different also. In particular, the low aspect ratio (.1.84) of the -1444 gives high
L/D at Mach 2.4 cruise, as shown in Figure 18. However, the higher aspect ratio (2.21) of
the -1405 gives better I_JD at Mach numbers below Mach 1.5. The wing dihedral design is
shown in Figures 15. Figure 19 is a two-view drawing of the -1444.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the two wing planforms at 8500 ft 2 gross area.
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Theperformancesizingof the-1444is animportantresult,sinceit givesadirect
measureof theperformancegainor lossdueto incorporatingtheboom-softeningfeatures.
Theperformancesizingof thebaseline-1405wasgivenin Figure2. Theperformancesizing
of the-1444wasdonewith thesamesizingrulesasfor the-1405(Task11rules). The
resultingperformance-sizingchart(or "thumbprint")is givenbelowin Figure20.

OPTIMUMSlZE 

MTOW = 753,900 LB
SREF (gross) = 8452 ft:
Wa = 823 lb/sec

1000

950

%
= 900

- 850

800

750

700 o
8000 ° 8500 9000 9500 10000 10500 11000 11500 12000

Wing Area (sq.fl)

Figure 20. Performance-sizing chart for the Boom-Softened 1080-1444.
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Figure21belowsummarizesthetwoperformance-sizedairplanes.Thethumbprintin
Figure20 showsthat the-1444win=assazedverycloseto the desa_,npoint sazeof 8500
ftL This is smallerthanthe-1405,dueto adequatewing volumefor fuel at a smallerarea.
The-1444sizingpoint is determinedby landingapproachspeed(155KEAS) andsecond
segmentclimb gradient. Low speedissuesaremostcriticalfor the-1444,while the-1405
thesizingpointwasdeterminedbyfuel volumeandclimb time. At this-1444sizing,two
low-speedrequirementswererelaxedsomewhat;takoff field lengthandtakeoffnoiselevels
werehigherthandesired.It wasfelt thatfurtherdevelopmentandoptimizationof takeoff
leadingedgeflapsettingcouldeventuallyprovideadequateperformance.

Baseline Derivative
pwameter unit_ -1405 .:1444 -1407

MTOW lb 746,900 753,900 740,000
SREF ft2 9,119 8,452 8,293
Wa lb/sec 774 823 807
OEW lb 312,163 317,882 309,683
Block Fuel lb 332,184 330,206 325,250
BlockTime hr 5.29 5.24 5.24
All-engineTOFL ft 10,730 12,200 12,210
S_proach -- 0.658 0.623 0.623

approach KEAS 143.4 154.7 154.5
CrzAltitude ft 53,600 55,335 55,300

StartCrzGW lb 638,700 665,135 651,700
StartCrzLtD -- 8.54 9.11 9.07

Figure21. Comparsionof- 1405and-1444PerformanceSizing.

The-1407configurationperformancesizingwasavailablefrom Task 11,which
allowsa determinationof theeffectof wing dihedralonperformance(theonly difference
betweenthe-1407and-1444is wing dihedral).Theperformance-sizedparametersfor the
1407areshownin Figure21,andsomeimportantincrementsaresummarizedasfollows:

Configuration A OEW A MTOW A (I-ZD)

-1405, Baselme 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1407 -2480 -6900 xx
-1444 +5719 +7000 +0.57
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Thesonicboomanalysisof thetwo configurationswasupdatedaftertheperformance
sizingto accountfor differencesin start-of-cruisegrossweightandaltitude. Thestandard
MLT methodswereused(theBoeingversionof Ref.6). Sonicboom was also analyzed
with a CFD method and is reported by Fouladi in Ref. 3.

Sonic boom loudness for the two pressure signatures is 108.-5 PLdB for the -1405
and 108.2 PLdB for the -1444, for a difference of about 2.3 PLdB.

An approximate build-up of the sourcesof the sonic boom reduction is as follows:

Configuration APma x A(APmax)
osf %

Baseline (1405) 2.97

Increase in wing sweep 2.88

plus increase in lifting length 2.70
plus wing dihedral (1444) 2.57
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Figure 22. Sonic boom pressure signatures for baseline and modified configurations.
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FUTUREDIRECTIONS

Thework of Jones(Ref.7) andHayesandWeiskopf(Ref.8) in establishingsonic
boomlowerboundsis directlyapplicableto boom-softeningefforts,sincefar-field N-waves
areassumedin bothcases.Thelowerboundfor typicalHSCTcruiseconditionsindicate
about1.8psfmaximumoverpressure.However,we donothavethedesignfreedomto
achievesuchlow overpressures.Theresultsto dateindicate2.5psf is within range. Areas
of furtherstudyincludethefollowing:

• Onlyabouthalf of thecandidateboom-softeningoptionshavebeenexamined,as
indicatedin Figure4. Morework is certainlywarranted.

• Certainboom-softeningoptionsdeservefurtherconsideration.For example,wing
dihedralis apoorman'sway to obtaineffectivewing sweepandnacellestagger.

• CFDdesignandoptimizationmethodsoffer thepotentialfor achievingfurther
reductionsin waysthatarenot obviousor expected.

CONCLUSIONS

• Thegreatestpotentialfor sonicboomreductionrestsonthetailoringof thelift
distributionby modificationsto thewing planformandsize. Promisingmodifications
includeincreasedwingsize(decreasedwingloading),andincreasedwing slenderness,
which maybeachievedthroughincreasedwing leadingedgesweepand/orreducedspan.

• Wing dihedralshowspromisefor sonicboomreduction,but theadverseeffectson
theaerodynamicsandstructuremustbeunderstoodandminimized.

• Themodificationsthataremostbeneficialfor reducedsonicboomaggravatethelow
speed,takeofffield length,andcommunitynoiseproblems.

• Theconstraintimposedbytheneedfor verysmallornoperformancepenaltyis a
severeone and will limit the range of boom-softening modifications.

• For the -1444 configuration, with aggressive b0om-softening and significant wing
modifications, about 0.4 psf reduction in maximum overpressure was achieved (from 2.97 to
2.57 psf). However, this is only about 2.3 db reduction in loudness (from 110.5 to 108.2

PLdB). This is at the expense of a 1% penalty in MTOGW.

• Technology advances that result in greater efficiencies in structures and propulsion
will translate directly into reduced sonic boom, provided that these advances produce a
reduction in wing loading.
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BOOM SOFTENING AND NACELLE INTEGRATION ON AN

ARROW-WING HIGH-SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT CONCEPT

Robert J. Mack

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

SUMMARY

An arrow-wing High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) concept, the HSCT-11C, was designed as

a "boom-softened" modification of a McDonnell Douglas baseline conceptual aircraft.

Preliminary design estimates indicated that the HSCT- 11C had about the same weight as the

McDonnell Douglas baseline, had an estimated range of about 5000 nautical miles (n.mi), and at

full engine power, could takeoff in less than 11,000 feet. A sonic-boom analysis predicted that the

"boom-softened" HSCT-11C would generate an N-wave signature on the ground with a nose-

shock strength of about 2.4 psf without nacelles, and about 2.7 psf with nacelles. By mounting

the engines further aft under extended inboard-wing sections, the predicted ground overpressure

nose-shock strengths of a modified HSCT-I 1C concept, the HSCT-11E, were about 2.5 psf

without nacelles, and about 2.6 psf with nacelles; both pressure signatures having an N-wave

shape. A comparison of the HSCT- 11C, the HSCT-11E, and their F-functions suggested that both

nacelle-off and nacelle-on pressure signatures could be made similar, with pressure signature

nose-shock strengths at about 2.4 to 2.5 psf. By reducing engine nacelle volume and nacelle-wing

interference-lift disturbances, efforts to soften the sonic boom further could proceed further, with

limitations dictated by more practical considerations of structure, drag, and engine performance.

INTRODUCTION

During the last cycle of concept design and wind-tunnel testing, the goal of the low-boom-

shaped HSCT concepts (the B-935, the LB-16, and the LB- 18) was to meet mission requirements

and generate shaped, ground-level pressure signatures with nose shock strengths of 1.0 psf or less.

The wind-tunnel tests of these concepts produced results that were partially successful and

encouraging although not fully up to expectations. In spite of this, however, these conceptual

designs were overly optimistic and not acceptable because: the wing planforms had excessive

area; the wing structural aspect ratio was too high; one concept had aft-fuselage rather than under-
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the-wingengines;andthegrosstakeoffweightswereunrealisticallylow becauseof enginesthat
wereeariy,high-techversionsof later,revised,more-realisticengines.

Theneedfor reducingtheground-leveloverpressureshocksti-engthsstill existed;aneedto
bemetwithin morerestrictiveguidelinesof missionperformanceandgrosstakeoffweight
limitations. Therefore,it wasdecidedthat thenextconceptualdesigncyclewould focuson
decreasednoseshockstrengths,"boomsoftening,"in thesignaturesof theBoeingandthe
McDonnellDouglasbaselineconceptsratherthanlow-boomconceptswith shaped-signature
designs.

Ovedy-optimisticresultswerenot theonly problemwith theselow-sonic-boomconcepts.
Papersgivenat the1994Sonic-B0omWorkshophaddemonstratedthattheproblemof successful
nacelleintegrationonHSCTconceptshadonly beenpartially solved.Wind-tunnelpressure-
signaturedata,reference1,fromtheHSCT-11B(a.k.a.theLB-18) wind-tunnelmodel,
reference2,showedthattheLangleyHSCTdesignandanalysismethodhadbeensuccessfulin
reducingthenacelle-volumedisturbancesin theflow field. This wasdueto theenginenacelles
mountedbehindthewing trailing-edgeon theaft fuselagesothatnonacelle-winginterference-lift
flow-fielddisturbancesweregenerated.While acceptablefrom asonic-boomresearchpoint of
view, thisconceptwasunacceptablefrom severalpracticalandstructuralconsiderations.

Preliminarywind-tunnelpressuresignaturedatafrom theLB-16 wind-tunnelmodel,
reference3, whichhadtheenginenacellesmountedunderthewings(theusuallocation),
indicatedthattheapplicationof theLangleynacelle-integrationmethodhadbeenonly partially
successfulin thereductionof thenacelle-volumewith nacelle-winginterference-liftpressure
disturbances.So, "boom softening"hadto alsoaddressthetaskof successfulintegrationof the
enginenacelles,with theenginesin therequiredunder-the-winglocation. Unlessthisproblem
wassolved,low-sonic-boomandlow-dragmodificationsto thewing planform,theairfoil shape,
andthefuselagelongitudinalareadistributioncouldbenullified if thenacelledisturbancesadded
incrementsto thenose-shockstrengthsthatwereremovedthroughcomponenttailoring.

In this paper, an arrow-wing boom-softened HSCT concept which incorporated modifications

to a baseline McDonnell Douglas concept is discussed. The analysis of the concept's

characteristics will include estimates of weight, center of gravity, takeoff field length, mission
range, and predictions ofits ground-level sonic-boom pressure signature. Additional

modifications which enhanced the softened-boom performance of this concept are also described

as well as estimates of the performance penalties induced by these modifications.

AE

CL

CL,I

CL,W

F(y)

SYMBOLS

equivalent area, ft 2

lift coefficient

nacelle-wing interference-lift coefficient

wing-alone lift coefficient '

Whitham F-function with parameter y, ft 1/2
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h

M

P

Ap

W

.X

Xe

Y

Y

O_

altitude, ft

effective length along the longitudinal axis, ft

Mach number

ambient pressure, psf

overpressure in flow field due to aircraft, psf

weight of concept at start of cruise, lb

axial distance, ft

effective distance in the longitudinal direction, ft

spanwise distance, ft

Whitham F-function effective-length parameter, ft

aircraft angle of attack at cruise, deg

t_
Mach number parameter defined by (M 2 - 1.0)

DESIGN OF THE ARROW-WING HSCT-11C CONCEPT

The preliminary design of the arrow-wing HSCT-11C concept was made using the methods

outlined in reference 4 along with the modifications reported in reference 5. It was carried out in

the following order: (1) concept layout; (2) calculation of component equivalent areas where

these area distributions are smooth and continuous; (3) calculation of F-functions from the

smooth and continuous equivalent areas; (4) calculation of F-functions for aircraft components

whose equivalent areas are not smooth and continuous; (5) summation of F-functions to predict

ground-level pressure signatures; (6) prediction of weights and center of gravity; (7) prediction of

takeoff and supersonic-cruise characteristics; and (8) redesign to obtain convergence of results.

Several lessons were learned during the last cycle of low-boom concept design and wind-

tunnel model testing. Two of the most important ones emphasized the influence of wing lift

(lifting length, center-of-lift location, and local lift gradients) and the importance of careful

nacelle integration (diameters, inlet lip slopes, location, and interference lift). Attempts at "boom

softening" that ignored these lessons would produce discouraging results due to the repetition of

past mistakes. Thus, most of the discussion about design features on the Langley "boom

softened" HSCT concept will focus on the treatment given to the concept's wing planform

(because lift is the dominant source of flow disturbances) and the nacelle-wing integration

techniques (because the inlet-lip shock and the nacelle-wing interference lift are strong secondary

sources of the flow-disturbances).
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Langley "Boom-Softened" HSCT Layout. The initial baseline McDonnell Douglas conceptual

HSCT which served as a starting point for the Langley HSCT-11C is shown in figure 1. It is the

M2.4-7A M3765-100D configuration, and the first of three aircraft concepts that were used as

baselines in this "boom softening" study. Some characteristics of the McDonnell Douglas

baseline concept are presented in Table A- 1 of Appendix A.

Figure 1. Three-view of the first baseline McDonnell Douglas HSCT concept.

The planform on this baseline concept was designed mainly on the aerodynamic efficiency

principle that the lifting length should be no longer than needed for efficient subsonic leading-

edge lift growth. A planform designed for low or "softened" boom during cruise, on the other

hand, would be lengthened to reduce the lift gradients and decrease the potential for lift-enhanced

nose-shock, strength. The lengthening of the wing would, of course, be constrained by wing area,

wing span, and trailing-edge notching. This was, of course, the main lesson learned from past

experience in the design of sonic-boom tailored aircraft concepts.

The planform of the "softened boom" concept, the HSCT-11C, has about the same projected

area and span as the McDonnell Douglas baseline, figure 2.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the McDonnell Douglas and the HSCT-11C wing planforms.
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Notice thatthetrailing-edgesweepangleon both concepts was the same. However, the trailing-

edge break was moved outboard to maintain inboard volume for landing gear and fuel. The

leading edge was also changed in a tradeoff between area and lifting length, i.e., a curved strake

was added and the span was slightly increased. The outboard panel leading-edge sweep angle

was the same on both the HSCT-11C and the McDonnell Douglas baseline. However, the area of

this outboard panel was increased on the HSCT-I1C. Note the shape of the wing leading edge at

the wing-fuselage junction. This feature, used successfully on the HSCT-10B, reference 1,

"jump-starts" the wing lift and the wing upwash field that is necessary for efficient utilization of

the wing's camber and twist. It mimics the function of the wing apex which is buried in the

forward fuselage rather than flying in the free-stream. These modifications preserved most of the

aerodynamic efficiency of the wing and lengthened the wing lift, as previously mentioned, to

decrease the disturbance gradients that can trigger an increase in the nose-shock strength.

Several other features on the McDonnell Douglas baseline concept were changed or modified

on the "boom-softened" HSCT-11C concept. The horizontal tail was replaced with a canard

control surface. This was done to ensure that the aircraft could rotate as required during takeoff.

These changes can be seen in figure 3, a three view of the HSCT-11C concept. In Table A-2

of Appendix A, some characteristics of the HSCT-11C are presented for comparison with

McDonnell Douglas baseline characteristics in Table A-1.

O

D

3

Figure 3. Three view of the arrow-wing "softened-boom" HSCT-11C concept.

As previously mentioned, a noticeable shift in wing area has taken place while the total

projected area was kept about the same. The leading-edge sweep angles are very different on

these wing planforms with a larger change in sweep angle on the HSCT-11C wing and more of the

leading-edge having the outer-panel sweep angle. If the same airfoils and airfoil thicknesses are

used, and both wing apexes are at the same distance aft of the nose, the center of lift and the center

of gravity will be further aft on the "boom-softened" concept. This area shift spreads the lift

growth over a somewhat longer distance although there is a local increase of lift gradient across

the length where the leading-edge sweep angle decreases dramatically. Moving aftward with the

trailing-edge are the engine nacelles which are to be mounted as close to the trailing edge as is

structurally feasible. Since the wing area on the McDonnell Douglas baseline and the HSCT- 11C
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conceptswerevirtually thesame,thefloorangleon both concepts could be maintained at 4.0

degrees or less during cruise.

Either a horizontal tail or a canard could control aircraft pitch during takeoff and landing, and

if desired, provide lift during cruise. The canard surface could be smaller, since its moment arm

was longer than that of the horizontal tail. There would be a tradeoff between canard area, canard

moment arm, and wing effectiveness since the wing would be in the canard's downwash field

during rotation, lift-off, and climb-out. This canard-wing tradeoff would replace the wing-

horizontal tail tradeoff necessitated by the horizontal tail being in the wing's downwash field

during the same segments of the mission. Since the canard moves the center of gravity forward

while the horizontal tail tends to move it aft, its area and weight could be very mission-sensitive.

To simplify the design of the HSCT-11C, the canard was sized to augment the wing control

surfaces for takeoff control, and was set at zero-lift during the cruise segment of the mission.

It must be mentioned that HSCT configurations that incorporate sonic-boom reduction

technology tend to be nose heavy during the initial stages of preliminary design. Moving the

wing forward carries the under-the-wing engine nacelles along with it. However, theory-and-

experiment validated sonic-boom methodology usually requires that the engine nacelles be

located as far back on the configuration as possible to reduce flow-field disturbances and help

with balancing of the configuration. These conflicting points will be more obvious in the

discussion on nacelle integration.

Equivalent Areas. The equivalent areas contributed by the fuselage, wing, canard, fin volume, and

the wing lift were summed following the method described in reference 5. These equivalent areas

could be properly summed because the area distribution of each component was smooth and

continuous. At cruise, the canard contributes no lift, so only the area-ruled volume of the canard

surface is included in the summation. In figure 4, the longitudinal distribution of the sum of these

equivalent areas is shown at the cruise Mach number of 2.4..
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Figure 4. Summed equivalent areas from the wing, wing lift, fuselage, canard, and fin at

M=2.4 and oc = 0.60 deg.

Equivalent areas of the engine nacelles and the nacelle-wing interference lift were also

calculated, but not added directly to the previous equivalent area sum. This is because the
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F-functions of the nacelle volumes have beginning singularities due to the finite-size inlet areas

and inlet lip angles. Also, the F-functions of the nacelle-wing interference lift have singularities

where the interference zones begin, due to the strong pressure gradients along the shock. So the

nacelle-volume and nacelle-wing interference-lift effects were included in the surmnation of

F-functions rather than in the summation of equivalent areas.

F-functions And Pressure Signatures. Pressure signatures were predicted from the summed
cruise-condition Whitham F-function of the HSCT-11C. This total F-function had three

contributions. The first contribution came from the summed wing/fuselage/canard/fin equivalent

areas. A second contribution came from each of the engine nacelle volume-alone equivalent

areas. The third contribution came from each pair of the nacelle-wing interference lift

contributions. Since the second .and third F-functions had discontinuities that are inhcrent in the

geometry and nature of their sources, they had to be computed separately, and then summed with

the other contributions. The beginning-cruise nacelle-on and nacelle-off F-functions of the

HSCT-11C are given in figure 5, and the corresponding calculated ground-level pressures

signature are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5. F-function of the HSCT-11C at beginning of cruise, M=2.4, and ot = 0.60 deg.
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Figure 6. Predicted ground signatures of the HSCT-11C at 56,850 ft, M=2.4, and _ = 0.60 deg.

The McDonnell-Douglas baseline concept generated ground-level nose shocks of about

3.0 psf, so this was used as a reference value. In figure 6, the predicted nose shocks were about

2.4 psf without nacelles, and about 2.7 psf with nacelles. This nacelle-on, nose-shock strength
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was about a 10 percent reduction from the baseline concept level. However, a 20 percent

reduction in nose-shock strength would be possible if careful nacelle integration could reduce the
nacelle-induced disturbances.

Contributions from the engine nacelles have been highlighted in figures 5 and 6 so their

effects could be better understood. In figure 5, the nacelle effects, volume, wing lift, and

interference lift, can be seen to combine at the most inopportune location, i.e., on the peak of the

wing/wing lift/fuselage F-function. So, the extra 0.3 psf of nose-shock strength, i.e., about 10

percent of the reference nose-shock strength, between the nacelles-on and nacelles-off pressure

signatures, seen in figure 6, can be attributed to the geometry and placementof the engine

nacelles. Engine- nacelle staggering could have been utilized to spread the nacelle disturbances,

but since the nacelles are very far aft on the wing, the inboard-nacelle set would have been the

logical pair to move in a forward direction. A forward shift in the inboard engine nacelle location

would have changed the situation in three ways. First, the volume-only F-function would have

moved forward. Second, the interference-lift zone from the inboard nacelle pair would have

increased in size, affecting more wing area with the inlet-lip shock spreading over more of the

wing. Third, the new interference-lift F-function would have moved forward. The first and the

third changes would not have made the situation better and perhaps, would have increased the

nose-shock strength more. A different nacelle stagger could have produced more beneficial

results. However, the main point is that the conventional nacelle placement under the wings

usually adds the nacelle-effects F-function increments at the poorest possible location on the

wing/fuselage/canard/fin F-function axis for "boom-softening" purposes. Since this is the most

conservative approach of engine-nacelle positioning, it is the most difficult location for achieving

significant benefits.

Weight And Center-Of-Gravity Estimate, The weights given in Table A-2 were preliminary

estimates that were used to obtain sonic-boom characteristics, supersonic-cruise performance,

takeoff field length, and canard surface sizing. Therefore, center-of-gravity calculations made

with these weights should be considered approximate. They were still useful, however, in

estimating a balance point of the aircraft in cruise, locating the landing gear, and sizing the canard
for takeoff.

When fully loaded, the aircraft center of gravity was located at a distance of about 200 feet

from the nose, while at the zero-fuel condition, the center of gravity was at a distance of about 196

feet. From this tentative analysis, the main landing gear bogey strut was placed at a distance of
206 feet so that takeoff characteristics could be estimated.

Takeoff And Cruise Performance Estimates. Since the weight estimates were preliminary, takeoff

length was calculated with the engines only at full power. With a canard control surface area of
about 216 ft 2 deflected 13 degrees to assist the elevons in rotating the aircraft, the aircraft lifted

after a distance of about 9000 ft and at a velocity of about 377 fps (223 kt). Engine-out rudder size

and the balanced-field takeoff length were not calculated due to the preliminary nature of takeoff

gross weight estimate.

Figure 6 showed the predicted pressure signature at the start of cruise at Mach 2.4, an altitude

of 56,850 feet, and a weight of 684,400 pounds. The canard control surface was set at zero-lift,

and remained at this zero-lift setting for the duration of the supersonic-cruise segment of the

mission. During the cruise segment of the mission, 254,650 pounds of fuel were consumed by the

HSCT-11C concept cruising at Mach 2.4 to travel a distance of 4550 nmi.
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In this simplifiedmission,fuel amountingto 10percentof the gross takeoff weight was
allocated to takeoff, climb, and acceleration to cruise Mach number and cruise altitude. This

mission segment was estimated to cover a distance of about 200 n.mi. An additional 6,000

pounds of fuel was allocated to descent, deceleration, and landing which was estimated to cover

an additional 250 n.mi. At the end of this simplified mission, there were still 46,600 pounds of
fuel reserves on board.

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS WITH INTEGRATED NACELLES

The start-of-cruise F-function, figure 5, and the predicted pressure signatures (nacelles on and

nacelles off), figure 6, of the HSCT-11C concept indicated that better engine nacelle integration

for softened boom as well as high aerodynamic efficiency, low structural weight, etc., had to be

achieved in order to remove a nacelle-induced 0.30 psf increment of nose-shock strength. Further

attempts at reductions in shock strength ("boom softening") by more subtle techniques such as

tailoring of the fuselage shape, carefully-scheduled wing dihedral/anhedral, etc., would then have

a chance at making substantial gains.

One method for reducing the nacelle volume and interference-lift effects would be to

incorporate the hyperbolic-tangent dihedral schedule proposed by George Haglund of the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Company in reference 6. It locally raises the nacelles and wing panels

somewhat more rapidly than a constant-angle dihedral, and results in spreading the nacelle-

volume and interference-lift effects over a longer length. A three view of the HSCT-11C modified

with this hyperbolic-tangent dihedral technique is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. HSCT-11C concept with Boeing-proposed hyperbolic-tangent dihedral.

When applied to the HSCT-11C concept, the nacelle-inlet geometry and interference-lift effects

were moved about 6 feet further aft along the F-function axis than is seen in figure 5. Since the

local wing dihedral had been altered, the equivalent-area distributions of wing volume and lift
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werealsomodified. Eachof thesechangeswasfavorablefor boomsoftening,but not to the
extentthatwouldmakethenacelle-onandnacelle-offnoseshockstrengthsvirtually thesame.
Althoughit isapromisingapproachwhensmallchangesin thenacelle-effectF-functionlocations
aredesired,thisapplicationof thehyperbolic-tangentdihedralmethoddid notoffer thedesired10
to 20 foot rearwardshift in theengine-nacellevolumeandinterference-liftF-functionincrements
requiredon theHSCT-11Cconcept'sF-function.

Thenacelle-integrationdifficultiesencounteredin "boom-softening"theHSCT-1IC concept
would bemuchlesssevereif thenacelle-volumeandnacelle-winginterference-liftF-function
incrementsin figure5 couldbeshiftedby simply movingthenacellesrearwardtherequired
distance.Then,it wouldbepossibleto obtainthemodifiedF-functionshownin figure8, andthe
morefavorabletheoreticalpressuresignaturesshownin figure9.
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Figure 8. F-function of a modified HSCT-11C concept at M=2.4 and _ = 0.60 deg.
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Figure 9. Predicted ground signatures of the modified HSCT-11C at 56,850 ft, M=2.4, and

_ = 0.60 deg.

Using 3.0 psf as a reference, the nose-shock strength on the modified HSCT-11C (with nacelles)

has been reduced, or "softened", between 15 and 20 percent. To obtain these results, the nacelles

had to be shifted 18feet rearward from their original positions near the trailing-edges of the wing

on the HSCT-11C concept. There was no engine support available with the existing wing spars,

so new support structure was designed. Since the aft-fuselage-mounted engine nacelles employed
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on theHSCT-10B,reference2, werenotacceptedby theHSCTcommunity,an ideafrom the
preliminarydesignof theconceptualSukhoi/GulfstreamS-21supersonicbusinessjet andthe
conceptualSukhoiS-51supersonic-cruisepassengerairliner, references7 to 10,wasutilized.
Thewing planformwith themodificationsrequiredto obtaintheresultsshownin figures8and9
isshownin figure 10. A threeview of themodifiedHSCT-I1C, i.e.,theHSCT-11Econcept,
which incorporatesthesemodificationsis presentedin figure11,anda tableof datadescribing
thismodificationof theHSCT-11Cis givenin TableA-3 of AppendixA.
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Figure 10. Wing planform of the modified HSCT-11C concept (HSCT-11E).

Figure 11. Three view of the Langley HSCT-11E concept.

Inboard-wing panels on the HSCT-11E were extended to function both as engine-nacelle mounts

and as additional lifting surface. With these extensions in place, the total wing area increased

from 9425 ft 2 on the HSCT-11C concept to 10,336.5 ft 2 on the HSCT-11E concept. This

modification provided help with the "boom softening" and extra wing volume for fuel. It also

increased the wing thickness for landing-gear storage, and decreased the aircraft balancing

problems. However, these benefits were obtained at the expense of decreased aerodynamic

efficiency, increased landing-gear length, and additional takeoff gross weight.
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Theproblemof increasedlanding-gearlengthon the HSCT-11E concept might be solved by

mounting the engine nacelles above the upper-wing surface, rather than under the wing, similar to

the over-and-under nacelle mounting on the supersonic-cruise concept proposed by the

Lockheed-Califomia Company in reference 11. Such a modified HSCT-11E concept would look

like the vehicle shown in figure 12, the HSCT-11E

.- _ ..... - _ --_ ..... .__

Figure 12. Three view of the modified HSCT-11E concept, the HSCT-11E

With the engine nacelles above the wing, the landing-gear length and structural weight were

reduced but, in this position, the nacelle-wing interference-lift increments were negative. This

increased the angle of attack (fiat-plate lift) required to meet the cruise lift coefficient, and the

result was a nacelle-interference drag-due-to-lift increment not present in the HSCT- 11C concept.

An incremental interference moment (nose-up) was also induced, but this might be considered

favorable because these low-boom or "boom-softened" HSCT concepts tend to be nose-heavy

when the wings are positioned aft on the fuselage for maximum sonic-boom alleviation benefits.

By assuming, for preliminary drag comparison purposes only, that the conceptual HSCT-11E

and HSCT-11F weighed about the same and had about the same size engine, supersonic-cruise

drag penalties could be estimated. The sum of lift-induced, wave, and nacelle-wing interference

drag coefficient increments on the HSCT-11F due to mounting the engine nacelles above the wing

amounted to an incremental drag increase of 0.0007 or about a 7 percent increase in the net cruise

drag coefficienL The corresponding decrease in cruise lift/drag ratio was about 6.6 percent.

There may be other favorable benefits from this above-the-wing nacelle mounting than a

nose-up nacelle-wing interference-lift induced moment. With the engine nacelles shifted from the

below-the-wing to the above-the-wing position, the nacelle volume effects are moved about

20 feet further aft on the aircraft F-function. Nacelle-wing interference-lift effects were moved

very little, but the change in nacelle volume-effects location would help soften the nose shock.

Since all these results are preliminary, additional mission performance and weight analyses would

need to be done before rejecting either the HSCT-11F or the HSCT-11E, as being structurally

impractical although potentially, softened sonic-boom promising.
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RESULTS

The change in predicted pressure signatures between figures 6 and 9 indicated that judicious

nacelle integration could be used to "soften" or reduce the sonic boom of HSCT concepts, as on

the second and third of three recently-designed conceptual configurations. The first concept was

the HSCT-10B (a.k.a. the LB-18) which was reported in reference 2. It had aft-fuselage-mounted

engine nacelles which generated volume-alone nacelle disturbances. A preliminary sample of

experimental results, reference 1, showed a validation of the theoretical predictions with both

small and large nacelles, so these results were a partial validation of the Langley nacelle-

integration methodology.

The second concept, the HSCT-11C, had engine nacelles mounted in the conventional under-

the-wing position. It showed the potential of about a 10 percent reduction, "boom-softening," in

nose shock strength with an additional 10 percent possible if nacelle-integration techniques could
shift nacelle disturbances: further aft.

A third concept, the HSCT-11E which was a modification of the HSCT-11C, showed a

potential for about a 20 percent reduction ("boom-softening") in nose-shock strength. However,

an unconventional nacelle-integration approach of moving the engine nacelles aft under an

extended center-wing section was employed to achieve the desired boom-softened pressure

signatures. Since the HSCT-11E would require longer landing-gear struts for takeoff clearance,

the option of mounting the engine nacelles above the wing was given a quick evaluation. The

estimated drag increment was large enough to suggest that this shift of the nacelles to the above-

the-wing position may have significant aerodynamic performance penalties. A more thorough

performance and weight analysis would be necessary to determine if this approach held promise

since the effect of weight change was not accounted for in the preliminary study.

As with the HSCT-10B, wind-tunnel models and tests are desired to check the validity of the

HSCT- 11C or HSCT- 11E pressure signature predictions. Should these wind-tunnel tests have

favorable results, then the full range of applicability of the Langley nacelle-integration method

will have been demonstrated. This achievement would make the methodology useful for both the

analysis of supersonic-cruise aircraft and the design of low-boom or "softened-boom" conceptual
aircraft.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The arrow-wing HSCT-11C concept, derived from the conceptual McDonnell Douglas

baseline aircraft and designed with low sonic-boom technology, achieved a small measure of

nose-shock "boom-softening." Preliminary estimates showed that the HSCT-11C had about the

same gross lake-off weight as the McDonnell Douglas baseline aircraft, had an estimated range of

about 5000 n.mi., and at full power, could takeoff in less than 11,000 feet. A sonic-boom analysis

predicted that the HSCT-11C would generate a ground overpressure nose shock strength of about

2.4 psfwithout nacelles, and about 2.7psfwith nacelles. While the baseline pressure-signature

nose-shock strength was reduced by about 10 percent, it demonstrated that significant progress

could be made by a better integration of the nacelles with the airframe. This was achieved by

moving the engine nacelles aft under an extended-center-wing section. The predicted ground

overpressure nose shock strengths of the modified concept, the HSCT-I 1E, were about 2.5 psf.
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without nacelles, and about 2.6 psf with nacelles. A comparison of HSCT-11C and HSCT-I 1E

F-functions suggested that the nacelle-off and nacelle-on pressure signatures could be made more

nearly the same with the signature nose shock strength at about 2.4 to 2.5 psf. This would result

in a reduction in nose-shock strength ("boom-softening") of about 15 to 20 percent with more

reductions potentially possible.

The HSCT-11E and its predecessor, the HSCT-10B, employed unconventional engine-nacelle

locations to achieve the desired goal of either "softened" sonic boom or low sonic boom,

respectively. Before either of them could be considered candidates for serious preliminary design

studies, they would have to be declared "suitable" or "acceptable" conceptual designs by the

United States commercial aircraft companies. From a research point of view, however, these two

concepts demonstrated that it was possible to design reduced sonic-boom conceptual aircraft that

incorporated realistic aircraft components, could meet reasonable takeoff field length

requirements, and could carry 250 to 300 passengers over a 5000 n.mi mission range.
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APPENDIX A

Table A- 1. Characteristics of the initial McDonnell Douglas baseline supersonic-cruise concept.

McDonnell Douglas Baseline Concept
M2.4-7A M3765-100D

Span, feet

Length, feet

Wing Area (reference), square feet

Aspect Ratio

Number of Passengers

Range, nautical miles
Cruise Mach number

Gross Takeoff Weight, pounds

Beginning Cruise Weight, pounds

Empty Weight, pounds

Payload Weight, pounds

Number of Engines

Thrust/engine, pounds

131.9

334.0

9,450.0

1.84

300

5,200.0
2.4

789,565.0

690,739.0

322,495.0

63,000_0
4

61,200.0
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TableA-2. Preliminarydesigncharacteristicsof theHSCT-11Cconcept.

HSCT- 11C Concept

Span, feet

Length, feet

Wing Area (reference), square feet

Aspect Ratio

Canard Control Surface Area, square feet

Number of Passengers

Range, nautical miles
Cruise Mach number

Gross Takeoff Weight, pounds

Beginning Cruise Weight, pounds

Empty Weight, pounds

Payload Weight, pounds

Number of Engines

Thrust/engine, pounds

138.0

300.0

9,425.0

2.0

216.4

300

5,000.0
2.4

760,500.0

684,400.0

312,200.0

63,000.0

4

57,000.0

Table A-3. Preliminary design characteristics of the HSCT-11E concept.

HSCT- 11E Concept

Span, feet

Length, feet

Wing Area (reference), square feet

Aspect Ratio

Canard Control Surface Area, square feet

Number of Passengers

Range, nautical miles

Cruise Mach number

Gross Takeoff Weight, pounds

Beginning Cruise Weight, pounds

Empty Weight, pounds

Payload Weight, pounds

Number of Engines

Thrust/engine, pounds
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1.84

216.4
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5,000.0
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772,000.0

696,000.0

317,000.0
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55,000.0
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SONIC BOOM PREDICTION AND MINIMIZATION OF THE DOUGLAS
REFERENCE OPT5 CONFIGURATION

Michael J. Siclari

Northrop Grumman
Advanced Technology and Development Center
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INTRODUCTION

Conventional CFD methods and grids do not yield adequate resolution of the complex
shock flow pattern generated by a real aircraft geometry. As a result, a unique grid topology and
supersonic flow solver (Ref. 1) was developed at Northrop Grumman based on the characteristic
behavior of supersonic wave patterns emanating from the aircraft. Using this approach, it was
possible to compute flow fields with adequate resolution several body lengths below the aircraft.
In this region, three-dimensional effects are diminished and conventional two-dimensional

modified linear theory (MLT) can be applied to estimate ground pressure signatures or sonic
booms.

To accommodate real aircraft geometries and alleviate the burdensome grid generation
task, an implicit marching multi-block, multi-grid finite-volume Euler code was developed as the
basis for the sonic boom prediction methodology. The Thomas two-dimensional extrapolation
method of Ref. 2 is built into the Euler code so that ground signatures can be obtained quickly
and efficiently with minimum computational effort suitable to the aircraft design environment.
The loudness levels of these signatures can then be determined using a NASA generated noise
code. Since the Euler code is a three-dimensional flow field solver, the complete circumferential
region below the aircraft is computed. The extrapolation of all this field data from a cylinder of
constant radius leads to the definition of the entire boom corridor occurring directly below and off
to the side of the aircraft's flight path yielding an estimate for the entire noise "annoyance"
corridor in miles as well as its magnitude.

An automated multidisciplinary sonic boom design optimization software system was
developed during the latter part of HSR Phase I. Using this system, it was found that sonic boom

signatures could be reduced through optimization of a variety of geometric aircraft parameters
(Ref. 3). This system uses a gradient based nonlinear optimizer (Ref. 4) as the driver in

conjunction with a computationally efficient Euler CFD solver (MIM3DSB) for computing the
three-dimensional near-field characteristics of the aircraft. The intent of the design system is to
identify and optimize geometric design variables that have a beneficial impact on the ground sonic
boom. The system uses a simple wave drag data format to specify the aircraft geometry. The
geometry is internally enhanced and analytic methods are used to generate marching grids suitable
for the multi-block Euler solver. The Thomas extrapolation method is integrated into this system,
and hence, the aircraft's centerline ground sonic boom signature is also automatically computed
for a specified cruise altitude and yields the parameters necessary to evaluate the design function.
The entire design system has been automated since the gradient based optimization software
requires many flow analyses in order to obtain the required sensitivity derivatives for each design
variable in order to converge on an optimal solution. Hence, once the problem is def'med which
includes defining the objective function and geometric and aerodynamic constraints, the system
will automatically regenerate the perturbed geometry, the necessary grids, the Euler solution, and
finally the ground sonic boom signature at the request of the optimizer.
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A variety of objectivefunctionsand constraintscanbe specifiedto minimizethe sonic
boom groundsignature. Simpleobjectivefunctionssuchas the minimizationof the maximum
groundshockpressuremagnitudecan be specified or more complicated functions that try to
shape the signature by minimization of the difference between the current signature and a
specified shape. Another aspect or objective of the design system is to maintain aerodynamic
efficiency while alleviating the ground sonic boom by maintaining the cruise lift coefficient and lift
to drag ratio.

This truly nonlinear design optimization system will be utilized to define candidate

modifications to the McDonnell Douglas HSCT 2.4-H5085 "OPT5" reference configuration that
have the potential to alleviate or "soften" the sonic boom ground signature. Geometric
perturbations to this aircraft geometry involving:

• fuselage volumetric variation

• fuselage camber shapes
• wing thickness or volume
• airfoil shapes
• wing camber & twist distributions
• wing dihedral
• engine nacelles orientation & location
• canard surfaces

will be optimized and/or analyzed to reveal their impact on softening the sonic boom signature
and reducing the perceived noise level. Each geometric parameter will be optimized to isolate its
individual impact on the sonic boom level and the effect on aerodynamic efficiency. Finally, a
combination of geometric perturbations will be utilized to determine the final configuration with
limited impact on aerodynamic efficiency and maximum impact on sonic boom reduction.

Even though all of the above geometric parameters were given preliminary scrutiny, only
those that were successful in reducing the sonic boom without loss in aerodynamic efficiency will
be presented.

ANALYSIS OF THE OPT5 REFERENCE AIRCRAFT

Geometry and Aerodynamic Analysis

Figure la shows the wave drag input geometry database used to analyze the OPT5
reference aircraft. The horizontal and vertical tails were not included in the present computations.

The code MIM3DSB is an axial multiblock code that does not require matched block grid
interfaces. Hence, as the computation marches downstream, a variety of grid blocks with
different grid topologies are used to accommodate the changing geometric requirements such as
body, wing-body, wing-body-nacelles, and aft body. In addition, as the distance between the

aircraft's longitudinal axis and the outer grid boundary increases, more grid points are added to
the blocks as the marching proceeds downstream. For the most part, analytical conformal
mappings are used which are very fast and yield reasonably good quality grids. The exception to
this is for blocks which contain one or more nacelles. The conformal mappings do not necessarily
yield good grids and the series of mappings (i.e. up to 10 transformations) are difficult to

manipulate. In these blocks, a two-dimensional elliptic grid generator is used which is fairly
reliable and starts with the conformal mapping or analytic grid as an initial guess. The elliptic grid
generator can be turned on at any block but requires more computational effort and hence, it is
not used for simple body or wing-body cross sections.
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Figure lb showsthe basicinvisciddrag polar that wascomputedby MIM3DSB for the
baselinewing-bodyconfiguration. Thecruisedesignpoint is at CL - .105 and occurs at an angle
of attack of 2.0 degrees. The cruise condition corresponds to a inviscid drag of about 73 counts
or .0073. Inviscid CD0 or zero lift drag is about 28 counts or .0028. A single point at the cruise
angle of attack is also shown on figure lb and corresponds to a computation for the wing-body
nacelles configuration. The nacelles increase the drag to about 80 counts with a corresponding
increase in lift to CL = .112.
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O. 100

0,075

0. 050

O, 025

O. 000

0.0025 0.0050 0,0075 CI) 0.0100

a) Wave drag geometry model b) Wing-body drag polar

Figure 1 Wave drag geometry input definition and CFD computed aerodynamics
for MDC 2.4-H5085 Reference OPT5.

Sonic Boom Analysis

The reference wing-body configuration with and without nacelles was analyzed to
determine the baseline ground sonic boom levels. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the

computational grid topology used for all the sonic boom computations carried out in this study.
Figure 2 illustrates the grid in the lower symmetry plane wld.'ch mimics the downrunning family of
characteristics or wave patterns encountered in supersonic flows. The upstream characteristic is

the outer boundary in the crossflow plane. This boundary is adapted automatically to the location
of the nose shock. The downstream characteristic corresponds to an artificial inner surface or

boundary merely constructed to resolve the flow field of interest. This boundary is taken far
enough downstream of the aircraft (i.e. usually with an aft fuselage sting extension) so as not to
influence the sonic boom signature, in particular, the tail shock. Figure 2 also indicates the extent
of the computational domain necessary to compute the signature 2 body lengths below the aircraft
for Mach 2.4 flight. This grid topology concentrates points in the domain of interest and also
aligns the grid with the shock waves propagating away from the aircraft. As is well known in the
CFD community, grid alignment with shock waves significantly improves the numerical shock
capturing accuracy. Also indicated in figure 2 are the 4 extrapolation distances used in the
present study. All ground signatures were computed by extrapolating CFD computed signatures
from 75, 150, 300, and 600 feet below the aircraft using the Thomas method.
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ExtrapolationDistances: _300 fe_._
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Figure 2 Sonic boom computational grid system (lower symmetry plane) for a Mach 2.4 airplane.

Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the sonic boom analysis for the OPT5 reference wing-body
configuration at cruise conditions corresponding to CL - .105 and an altitude of 55,045 feet.

Figure 3a shows a view of the pressure painted CFD surface model. Figure 3b shows the
computed near-field pressure signatures at four distances below the aircraft. The dominance of

the strong wing shock is evident in these signatures. Figure 3c shows an image of the pressure
footprint 300 feet or one body length below the aircraft. The stronger wing shock can be
observed as the broad white band aft of the nose shock. Figure 3d shows the ground track or
centerline extrapolated ground pressure signatures using the 4 extrapolation distances mentioned
earlier. The signature becomes an N-wave with increasing extrapolation distance. The nose
overpressure becomes slightly greater with extrapolation distance and is about 2.6 lbs/ft2 at the
greatest extrapolation distance of 600 feet or 2 body lengths below the aircraft. The signature
becomes longer and the tail shock becomes stronger with extrapolation distance. Figure 3e shows
the lateral extent of the boom carpet in miles. The ground carpet signatures were obtained by
extrapolating the near field data from a cylinder of constant radius. The maximum shock

overpressure is plotted as a function of lateral distance. Significant levels of overpressure (i.e. 1.5
or greater) are propagated 15 miles to the right and left of the aircraft ground centerline track.
The levels near the ground track are slightly increased with extrapolation distance while the levels
off to the side are somewhat diminished.

Figure 4 shows a similar snapshot of the sonic boom analysis for the OPT5 reference
aircraft with nacelles. Figure 4a shows the CFD pressure painted surface computational model of
the configuration. The dark areas are high pressure and indicate shocks propagated due to the
nacelle external geometry. MIM3DSB's nacelle rnodel is an idealized one in that only the external
geometry is computed and all the flow included in the inlet face area is assumed captured by the
engine (i.e. no spillage). In addition, no attempt was made to model the details of the pylons or
inlet diverters. They are simply assumed to be thin plates attaching the nacelles to the underside
of the wing. Figure 4b shows the near-field signatures. The effect of the nacelles can be seen in
the pressure signature at 75 feet below the aircraft as a second small shock at x ~ 250

downstream of the wing expansion. This second small shock isabsent in the wing-body signature
of figure 3b. Figure 4c shows the entire pressure footprint 300 feet below the aircraft. Figure 4d
shows the extrapolated ground signatures. Similar behavior is observed in that the nose shock
overpressure increases with extrapolation distance and the signature becomes longer and the tail
shock becomes stronger. The maximum overpressure with nacelles is about 2.8 lbs/ft2 at the
largest extrapolation distance of 600 feet or 2 body lengths.
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Figure 3 Sonic boom analysis of the Reference Douglas OtW5 wing-body configuration,

M = 2.4, Alpha =2.0 degs., CL= .105, H= 55,045 feet..
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Figure 4 Sonic boom analysis of the Douglas OPT5 wing-body/nacelles,

M -- 2.4, Alpha --2.0 degs., CL-- .112, H-- 55,045 feet.
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Hence, the addition of nacelles increases the maximum overpressure by about .2 lbs/ft2.
Figure 4e shows the lateral extent of the ground sonic boom carpet in miles. The ground track or
centerline peak overpressure shows a slightly higher increase with extrapolation distance than was
observed for the wing-body configuration.

SONIC BOOM MINIMIZATION

It should be mentioned that all the design problems were carried out using an
extrapolation distance of 75 feet or h/1 _ 0.25 on a crude computational grid (i.e. in comparison to
the fine computational grid used for analysis). This was done primarily due to time constraints
and tO save computational time. All ground extrapolations were performed with the Thomas

ANET code (Ref. 2) All the design optimization computations were carried out using the
baseline OPT5 wing-body wave ckag geometry data set. The design study was also carried out
using a fixed planform corresponding to the reference OPT5 configuration. Hence, optimization
of any planform related parameters was not pursued in this preliminary design study. In addition,
the effect of nacelles on the optimized geometry was evaluated only by analysis and were not
included in the design opfirn_zation process.

The NPSOL/MIM3DSB design optimization system reads the baseline wave drag
geometry for each evaluation of the objective function and replaces the selected geometric
parameter (e.g. wing dihedral, thickness, fuselage camber, etc.) with an analytic description (e.g.
user specified functions, cubic splines, etc.) and finally, rewrites the new wave drag data set that is
read by MIM3DSB. The new geometry is internally enhanced and a new grid is generated for
each evaluation by MIM3DSB. One evaluation of the objective function corresponds to a new
geometry and grid generation, a flow analysis, aerodynamic coefficient computation, and ground
extrapolation. This is all carried out automatically by MIM3DSB. This is essentially because
some design problems may take several hundred evaluations of the objective function to find an
optimal solution. Basically, each global iteration of the optimizer will request 2N+1 evaluations
or analyses where N is the number of design variables. For convergence, the optimizer typically
takes from 5 to 10 global iterations.

Each design problem requires upper and lower bounds on each of the design variables. In
addition, linear constraints can also be imposed on the design variables mainly to insure that the
geometry remains well behaved. Nonlinear constraints can also be imposed but were not used in

the present study because their use requires even more objective evaluations. Instead, penalty
functions were utilized to maintain lift, for example:

PCL - CLMIN/CL for CL < CLMIN

PCL-- 1.0 for CL > CLMIN

OBJ E PMAX (PCL) n where n _- 1 to 4.

and PMAX is the maximum ground sonic boom overpressure in lbs/ft2. If the lift coefficient
drops below a minimum value CLMIN, a penalty (PCL) is imposed on the objective function
(OBJ). The penalty functions are essential when the problem involves wing twist or camber.
Otherwise, the optimal solution will simply be driven towards the lowest lift coefficient in order to
reduce the sonic boom.
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Wing Dihedral

Severaltypesof wing dihedralwerestudied. Gull typewingswereconsideredinitially but
wererejecteddueto thesharpcomerthatresultsin the winggeometry.This wasundesirablefor
both computational and aerodynamicreasons. Aerodynamically,the comer might result in
crossflowseparationatlow anglesof attack. As aresult,a smoothparabolicdihedralwaschosen
and is illustrated in figure 5. The dihedralwas bi-parabolicor comprisedof two parabolas,
describedby threedesignvariables. The threedesignvariableswere: the wing-bodyjuncture
slope(01),the span location of zero slope (Y1), and the tip dihedral slope (02)..

The optimization problem was governed by an upper bound of 20 degrees wing-body
juncture dihedral and -20 degrees tip angle. The zero slope span station had lower and upper
bounds of y--20, and y--50. Figure 5 shows a table of some intermediate and the final optimal
design solution. As will sometimes occur in design optimization problems, the optimal solution is
up against one or more design space boundaries. The minimum sonic boom was achieved at 20

degrees wing-body juncture dihedral angle and a zero slope at a span station of y--50. Hence,
optimum reduction of sonic boom with dihedral will occur with maximum inboard dihedral angle
and positive dihedral as far outboard as possible. Evidently, a negative tip dihedral does not
alleviate the shock strength or sonic boom. Depending upon the amount of inboard dihedral and
the extent, the sonic boom can be reduced by as much as 0.37 lbs/ft2 or about 15%.

Wing Dihedral

• Parabolic Dihedral

3 Design Variables:

- initial slope at w/b juncture

- final slope at wing tip

- location of zero slope

Problem Definition

0 = 0.0

• Intermediate &Optimum Solutions:

P 0bs.ft2)

2.50

2.26

01(degs.)

10.

02 (degs.)

-4.

Y1 Name

- OPT5

40.0 PDIHI
2.16 20. -3.9 42.17 PDIH2

2.14 20. -3.1 47.79 PDIH3

2.13 20. 50.00.0 PDIH4

• 0.24 to 0.37 lbs/ft2 Reduction on Sonic Boom !

Figure 5 Summary of wing dihedral design problem.
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Wing ThicknessVariationandAirfoil Shape

Theairfoil shapeandthicknesswasallowedto varyasafunctionof the wingspan. Figure
6 showsa summaryof the wing airfoil andthicknessdesignproblem. Four spanstationswere
definedwherethethicknessandairfoil shapeswould be imposed.At eachspanstationtheairfoil
shapecouldbevariedbya shapefunctionparameterlambda(_.)whichrelatedthe airfoil shapeat
that station to a linearcombinationof two distinctly differentairfoil shapes. In addition, the
thicknesswasalso allowed to vary at each of the four span stations. The maximum thickness was
bounded by 2% and 6% chord. The shape parameter lambda took on values between 0 and 1.

Hence, at each span station, two parameters governed the thickness and airfoil shape. This leads
to 8 design variables. The entire wing was then defined given the design variables by using cubic
spline fits.

Initially, the two basis airfoil shapes were defined to be a sharp circular arc airfoil and the
blunt NASA 0012 scaled airfoil shape. Figure 7 tabulates the optimum solutions found for this

problem. Once again, the optimal solution is up against a design boundary. The optimum inboard
thickness is the maximum constraint which decreases to the minimum constrained value at the

next span station. The optimal airfoil shape parameter defines the inboard airfoil to be blunt and

the outboard airfoils to be sharp. The sonic boom overpressure was decreased by a significant .43
lbs/ft2 or about 17%. Along with this reduction in sonic boom was a slight increase in drag of
about 3 to 5 counts.

WING DESIGN PROBLEM :AIRFOIL & THICKNESS DESIGN

o Vary Spanwise Thickness Distribution

o Vary Spanwise Airfoil Shape

o Minimize Number of Design Variables (8)
- cubic spline fits
- specify 4 spanwise stations
- 4 values of thickness
- 4 airfoil shape parameters

o Airfoil Shape Parameter
- airfoil shape is a linear combination

of two specified airfoils

o Design Variations
- spanwise thickness distribution
- spanwise airfoil shape
- spanwise max thickness location

4 Wing-Stations

_ Y4-64

•.,_ Y3-40Y2-20

Thickness Disn-ibgtion

Tmax

Cubic Spline Fit

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Pmax Wing

o Minimize Pmax of the Wing Sh

I "it-

_ Y

Zthl NACA 0012

_. Blunt LE

ax @ x/c-0.30

Zth2 Circular Arc

____ax Sharp Le

@ x/c-0.50

Airfoil Shape Parameter k

Zth - k Zthl + (_.-1) Zth2

Figure 6 Summary of wing airfoil and thickness design problem.
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The more aerodynamically efficient 65A006 scaled airfoil shape was then substituted for
the NACA 0012. The optimal solution for these airfoils is also shown in figure 7. Once again,
the thickness is at its maximum value at the most inboard station, Unlike the previous problem,
the airfoils thicken somewhat on the outboard stations. The airfoil parameter behaves in a similar
fashion with blunt inboard and sharp outboard. Slightly more bluntness is added near the tip
region. This wing design resulted in 0.32 Ibs/ft2 or about a 13% reduction in sonic boom
overpressure. The sonic boom reduction was not quite as large as in the previous wing design
except this design was accompanied by a negligible increase in drag.

The design problem as formulated involves several parameters. The wing thickness, the
airfoil shape and sharp versus blunt leading edge. To try to understand the major contributor to
reducing the sonic boom, the design problem was reformulated using only thickness or volume.
Very little reduction in sonic boom was achieved by varying airfoil thickness alone.

Wing Thickness Variation & Airfoil Shape

• Thickness variation by itself is not effective in reducing boom significantly

Omimization Problem l • Combine Circular Arc (Sharp LE) & NACA 0012 (Blunt LE)

Results: Boom Reduced About 17% or 0.43 lbs/ft2 with 3 to 5 count increase in Drag

Ontimal Solution:
°

(THMOD1)

Ysoan Tmax/C
5".0 6.0

20.0 2.0
40.0 4.6

64.16 2.0

k

0.0

1.0
1.0

0.7

Note: k = 0 Blunt LE

k = 1 Sharp LE

Optimization Problern2: Combine Circular Arc (Sharp LE) & 65A006 Scaled (Blunt LE)

Results: Boom Reduced About 13% or .32 Ibs/ft2 with negligible increase in Drag

Optimal Solution: Ysoan

(THMOD2) 5.0
20.0

40.0
64.16

Tmax/C 3.
6.0 0.0
2.0 0.9

2.36 1.0

3.26 0.41

ii

Figure 7 Wing thickness and airfoil shape optimized solutions.
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As mentionedearlier,the upperboundon the maximumwing thicknesswasfound to be
the optimal solution for the inboard airfoil. The referenceOPT5 configuration'smaximum
thicknessis about2.4%chordfor theentirespanof the wing. It wasfelt that 6% thicknesswith
the largeinboardchordwastoo greata thicknessto bepractical. Hence,a compromisesolution
wassought. The 65A006scaledairfoil waschosendue to its beneficialdrag characteristicsand
the inboardairfoil wasconstrainedto 4% thickness. The shapeparameterswere definedto be
thosefoundfor theoptimalsolution. Thiscompromisesolutionis tabulatedin figure 8. Analysis
revealeda 0.25 lbs/ft2 or about a 10% reduction in sonic boom overpressure. Limiting the
thicknessvariation led to a smallerreductionin sonicboom overpressure.Hence,eventhough
thicknessvariationalonedoesnot significantlyreducesonicboom, it doeshavean effectwhen
usedin combinationwith differentairfoil shapes.

Wing Thickness Variation & Airfoil Shape Tradeoff

• Combine Circular Arc (Sharp LE) & 65A006 Scaled (Blunt LE)

- 65A006 selected due to better high-speed drag characteristics

• Compromise Thickness Variation Selected Below Optimum:

Compromise Solution:

THMOD4

Yst_an Tmax/C

5.0 4.0
20.0 2.0

40.0 2.36
64.16 3.26

0.0
0.9

1.0
0.41

• Resulted in a 10% or .25 lbs/ft2 Reduction

Wing Camber and Twist

Figure 8 Compromise thickness solution.

Wing camber and twist were also given preliminary scrutiny. Wing twist was optimized as
a function of wing span. No significant reduction in sonic boom was achieved. Wing camber was
also studied using a parabolic camber shape. This also did not lead to a significant reduction in

sonic boom. These geometric parameters were optimized using the reference OPT5 geometry.
Hence, this does not necessarily mean that wing twist and camber can not be used to reduce the

boom but should be further studied in conjunction with the other parameters that were successful
such as dihedral, wing thickness and shape, and fuselage camber. Sensitivity to wing twist and
camber may become apparent on lower boom or multi-shock configurations. In addition, as is the
case with wing camber, only one type of analytic camber shape was tried due to time constraints.
Other camber shapes might be more successful and should be studied.

Fuselage Volume

Variation in fuselage volume was also studied. Although fuselage volume could be used
to reduce the boom, it could not be accomplished without a significant penalty in drag, hence, it
was not pursued further. The use of fuselage volume was also complicated by the complex three-
dimensional shape of the OPT5 fuselage.
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FuselageCamber

Figure9 showsa summaryof the fuselagecamber design problem. The entire fuselage
camber line up to x = 273 feet (i.e. just past the trailing edge of the wing) was fitted with cubic
splines with camber design variables specified every 20 feet• This resulted in 13 design variables
for the cubic spline fitted camber line. An optimum solution was found with the lift constraint
that CL > 0.10. This optimum solution resulted in a significant decrease in peak overpressure of
about 0.30 lbs/ft2 or a 12% reduction• Unfortunately, the optimum camber line contained a steep
break near the aft end that resulted in a rapid expansion on the lower surface and a strong shock
on the upper surface of the fuselage. This optimum fuselage camber shape appeared to be
impractical and a variety of smooth hand developed camber shapes were run following the basic
behavior of the optimum shape• Figure 9 tabulates the various shapes and the reduction in peak
overpressure as well as the lift and drag. Two of these camber shapes, FMOD4 and FMOD6 are
shown plotted in figure 9 in comparison to the original fuselage camber line of the reference

OPT5 configuration. Basically, both modified camber lines shift the fuselage expansion more
forward relative to the wing location• Only a small reduction in peak overpressure was obtained
with these smooth shapes on the order of 5%.

Fuselage Camber Distribution

• 13 Design Variables

-Fuselage Camber Fitted with Cubic Splines ~ 20 foot intervals
-Mated to Aftend at x=273.33

• Additional Constraint on Lift Coeficient >. 10

• Optimal Solution Resulted in Bad Aero Camber

• Hand Developed Smooth Shapes Based On Optimum

Name

OPT5

Optimum
FMOD1

FMOD2

FMOD3

FMOD4

FMOD5

FMOD6

P _bs/ft2)
2.5

i2
2.5

2.4

2.4

2.38

2.38

2.36

CL/Counts

•105/73
ii i

•100/76

•105/75

•102/71

.099/67

•099/67

.098/67

5. O0O

Z [Feet]

2. 500

0,000

- 2. 500

-5. 000

-7.500

-10.00 r

0.0

Camber Shapes

I I I I I I /
/

OPT5 Camber

FMOD4 't'_\_ j /

_ .I" ',',, _
FMOD6 \_,,,'Y X ['Feet]

i i I I, I !
50,0 100,0 150,0200,0 250,0300.0 350.0

• 0.10 to 0.14 lbs/ft2 Reduction in Sonic Boom !

Figure 9 Summary of fuselage camber design problem.
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SELECTIONAND EVALUATION OFCANDIDATE MODIFICATIONS

A variety of optimum and intermediate modifications were derived during this preliminary
design study involving wing dihedral, wing thickness and airfoil shape, and fuselage camber. The
next task was to combine these geometric perturbations into an aircraft configuration. There was
no way of determining how these geometric perturbations would affect the sonic boom level when

combined into a single configuration. As a result, two different geometric configurations were
studied. The first configuration was relatively conservative and used a modest dihedral (PDIH1)

with a 10 degree wing-body juncture dihedral angle. The thickness and airfoil shape used was
that shown in figure 8 (THMOD4). This was used because of the high-speed characteristics of
the NACA 65A006 airfoil shape. Lastly, a modest increase in fuselage camber (FCAM4) was
utilized. This configuration is designated MOD144. The first digit refers to dihedral, the second
digit thickness/airfoil shape mod, and the third digit fuselage camber shape.

The second configuration was more aggressive in dihedral and used somewhat more

fuselage camber. The dihedral chosen (PDIH4) has a 20 degree wing-body juncture angle. The
same thickness/airfoil shape rood was used (THMOD4) and the fuselage camber was slightly more
aggressive (FCAM6). The values associated with these roods are tabulated in figures 5, 8 and 9.
This configuration was designated as MOD446.

Figure 10 shows the two modified aircraft in comparison to the OPT5 reference aircraft.

Only the front and side views are shown, the plan views are identical since the premise of this
preliminary optimization was not to change the wing planform.

i II

OPT5 Reference,

n .... [[!l.

MOD144

Figure 10 Comparison of reference and optimized geometries.
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ANALYSIS OFOtrFIMIZED BOOMCONFIGURATIONS

Both MOD144 and MOD446 wing-bodyconfigurationswere analyzedwith respect to
aerodynamicsand sonic boom. A fine grid analysiswas carriedout on both configurations.
Figure 11showsthegroundsonicboomsignaturesextrapolatedfrom thefour distancesbelowthe
aircraft of 75, 150,300,and600 feet at Mach2.4 andan altitudeof 55,045feet. All of these
signatureswere obtainedat the samelift coefficient of 0.105. For both MODS, the angle of
attack was increased to achieve the same lift coefficient. For MOD446, the angle of attack
increased to 2.5 degrees in comparison to 2 degrees for the reference OPT5 aircraft. The ground
level signatures of both configurations extrapolated from 1CI = 0.25 or 75 feet indicate a multi-
shock signature. Breaking up the N-wave signature significantly reduces the boom level. For

MOD144, both shocks are just under 2 lbs/ft2. For MOD446, both shocks exhibit peak pressures
under 1.7 lbs/ft2 using the same aircraft extrapolation distance of 75 feet. The interesting aspect
of.these signatures is that the individual effects of the geometric modifications were almost
additive if one compares the individual sonic boom level reductions for each of the three

geometric parameters to the combined reduction. The extrapolation distance used in the
optimization was 75 feet or h/1 -- 0.25. The analysis shows that all target reductions were
achieved for this distance.

When the signatures are extrapolated from greater distances below the aircraft, the multi-
shock signature has a tendency to coalesce. In the case of MOD144, the signature quickly
coalesces into an N-wave. MOD446 maintains a multi-shock signature out to the maximum
extrapolation distance of 600 feet. The nose ovetpressure for MOD446 is about 1.66 lbs/ft2
rising to a second shock peak overpressure of about 2.19 Ibs/ft2. Observations of figure 11
indicate that the signature is converging with extrapolation distance since each distance is twice
the previous one and the change to the signature decreases substantially. Hence, the accuracy of
the ground extrapolation method and the proper distance for extrapolation will be an important
issue for signatures other than N-waves. Evidently, the decay of these shocks as predicted by the
CFD computation is significantly different than the decay predicted by the extrapolation method.
This explains the sensitivity to extrapolation distance. The difference may also be due to three-
dimensional effects not included in the extrapolation method or it may be due to nonlinear effects
predicted by the CFD or both. It has been mentioned by other investigators that this sensitivity to
the extrapolation distance is being caused by a loss in accuracy in the CFD method (i.e. failure to
accurately capture shocks at large distances below the aircraft). This Seems unlikely since this
usually results in an underprediction or complete smearing of the shock waves, whereas, the
shock strengths are increasing in strength with greater extrapolation distance. The ground
signatures of the reference OPT5 aircraft do not exhibit this sensitivity mainly because the

signatures of figures 2 and 3 are N-waves. The only effect on an N-wave due to extrapolation
distance is a slight increase in peak overpressure, signature length, and tail shock.

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the ground signatures of MOD144 and MOD446 in
comparison to the OPT5 reference aircraft signature at extrapolation distances of 300 and 600
feet. At 300 feet, the signature of MOD144 has already coalesced into an N-wave. The signature
of MOD466 remains multi-shock at an extrapolation of 300 feetwith shock levels of 1.64 and
2.08 lbs/ft2.
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In an effort to understand the effects of the modifications on the signatures, figure 13
shows a plot of the near-field signatures of the OPT5 with MOD446 at distances of 75 and 150

feet below the aircraft. The OPT5 signature has a wing shock that is significantly greater in
magnitude in comparison to the nose shock. For MOD446, the situation is completely reversed in
that the nose shock is twice the magnitude of the wing shock at 75 feet below the aircraft. This is
the main reason why the coalescence into an N-wave was prevented with the MOD446
configuration.
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Figure 11 Fine grid analysis of optimized geometries, ground sonic boom signatures,
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Other fine grid analyses were carded out on both MODS at different lift coefficients.
Figure 14 shows the results at the design lift coefficient of 0.105 and lower lift coefficients. At a
CL - 0.094, MOD144 maintains a multi-shock signature with peak overpressures of about 1.6
and 1.7. The peak overpressure levels of MOD446 also decrease significantly with reduced lift
coefficient although it appears that MOD144 might perform better than MOD446 at reduced Iift
coefficients. Hence, it is also extremely important to accurately know the weight of the aircraft
and its cruise altitude so that the design lift coefficient can be properly specified for boom
minimization. For these designs, a 5 to 10% reduction in weight will have a significant impact on
the boom levels.
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Figure 13 Comparison of near-field signatures for OPT5 Reference and MOD446.
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Figure 15showsa comparisonof the drag polar for all three aircraft enlarged near the
cruise lift coefficient. Both MOD144 and MOD466 actually show a slight gain in aerodynamic
efficiency in comparison to the reference OPT5 aircraft. The drag of MOD446 is reduced by only
about 1 count while MOD144 shows a 2 to 3 count reduction in drag at the cruise lift coefficient.

CD

OPT5

MOD144

MOD466

0.090 o.ogs o. loo o.los CL

Figure 15 Comparison of drag polars near cruise lift for OPT5 and optimized geometries.

Figure 16 shows the lateral extent of the ground sonic boom carpet for MOD446. Figure
16a shows the changes that occur as a function of extrapolation distance. Overpressure in lbs/ft2
is plotted versus lateral distance in miles. For each extrapolation distance, nose shock and
maximum overpressure are plotted. Inboard of the jump in overpressure, the signature is
comprised of two shocks (i.e. multi-shock). Outboard of the discontinuity, the signature has
coalesced into an N-wave, indicative of the single shock overpressure. At an extrapolation
distance of 75 feet, a multi-shock signature is maintained out to a lateral distance of almost 10
miles. Beyond 10 miles, the signature becomes an N-wave. The maximum overpressure
extrapolated from 75 feet is only about 1.75 lbs/ft2 for the entire ground footprint. As the
extrapolation distance increases, lateral coalescence into an N-wave occurs closer to the ground
track and results in overall higher ground overpressures. Figure 16b shows a comparison of the
lateral behavior of the reference OPT5 ground carpet with that of MOD446 using an
extrapolation distance of 300 feet. In terms of nose shock overpressure or maximum ground
overpressure the sonic boom carpet has been significantly decreased for the MOD446 wing-body
configuration.
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Figure 16 Lateral propagation of sonic boom carpet.

Nacelle Effects

OPT5 MOD446

O O 0 0

The effects of nacelles were not included in this preliminary design study except by post
design analysis. The MOD446 was analyzed with an ad hoc vertical geometric orientation of the
original OPT5 nacelles. Figure 17 compares an analysis of the near-field pressure signatures of
the MOD446 configuration with and without nacelles. The effect of the nacelles is clearly
indicated in the pressure signatures 75 feet below the aircraft. In addition, at 75 feet below the

aircraft, both configurations show the nose shock being significantly stronger than the wing
shock. In both nacelle-off and nacelle-on configurations, as the distance below the aircraft

increases, the relative strength of the nose shock and wing shock become nearly the same pressure
level. For nacelles-off, the nose shock mdmtains slightly higher pressures than the wing shock for
a_ distances plotted below the aircraft. Figure 18 shows the ground signatures computed
with/without the nacelles for the MOD446 configuration. The ground signatures of the nacelle-
off confgurafion does not coalesce into an N-wave for all the extrapolation distances. On the
other hand, with the nacelles on, the wing and nacelle shocks coalesce to form a single shock with
higher pressures in comparison to the nose shock. Hence, the nacelles on ground signature
eventually coalesces into an N-wave. If the nose shock has a significantly higher pressure level
than the wing shock, the signature will not coalesce because the shock inclination of the nose
shock will be greater than the wing shock.
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Figure 17 Near-field pressure signatures for MOD446 with/without nacelles.

Hence, this preliminary study of the effect of nacelles points to the importance of proper
nacelle integration, in particular, when trying to design a multi-shock signaturel For the reference

OPT5 configuration (figures 2 and 3), the only effect of the nacelles was to slightly increase the
shock overpressure due to its N-wave character. In the future, two possibilities exist. One, to
overdesign the wing-body knowing the adverse effect of the nacelles, or two, include the miles
in the design optimization process. Whether the nacelles can be practically included in the design
process will be the focus of a future study. The essential difficulty is that the presence of the
nacelles causes grid generation difficulties and increase the computational time by a factor of two
to three.
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Figure 18 Ground pressure signatures for MOD446 with/without nacelles.
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Summary of Optimized Results

Table 1 lists a summary of the fine grid analyses of the ground sonic boom overpressures
for the OPT5 reference aircraft, the MOD144, and the MOD466 configurations. The OPT5 and
the MOD466 were also analyzed with nacelles. The overpressures are also listed as a function of
extrapolation distance. In addition, the lift and drag coefficients (not a function of extrapolation
distance) are also listed along with the angles of attack that were used for each analysis. If the
signature exhibit a multi-shock pattern, both overpressures are listed. For N-waves, a single
overpressure magnitude in lbs/ft2 is indicated. The MOD446 wing-body configuration indicates a
low boom of 1.68/1.67 lbs/ft2 at an extrapolation distance of 75 feet or an h_ = 0.25. This
distance corresponds to the design point and the target low boom was indeed achieved. At

greater extrapolation distances, the nose shock overpressure is relatively invariant but the wing
shock increases in strength due to the increasing tendency towards coalescence as the

extrapolation distance increases. The increase in wing overpressure with each doubling of the
extrapolation distance is noticeably diminishing, indicating convergence of the ground pressure
signature. The MOD446 wing-body configuration indicates about a 35% reduction in nose shock
overpressure and about a 15% reduction in maximum overpressure.

Also shown in Table 1 is the effect on the ground signature in the presence of nacelles.
The reference OPT5 configuration overpressure shows an increase of 0.18 lbs/ft2 at the
extrapolation distance of 600 feet or an h/1 -- 2.0. The effect of nacelles on the MOD466

configuration is to cause coalescence of the multi-shock signature into an N-wave at extrapolation
distances greater than 300 feet or h/1 --- 1.0. With nacelles, the MOD446 configuration shows a
reduction of only about 6% at the 600 foot extrapolation distance.

The large sensitivity in ground signature characteristics with extrapolation distance
indicates that the methodology for atmospheric extrapolation should be given further scrutiny to
judge its accuracy relative to aircraft proximity.

h (extrapolation feet)

Configuration

OPT5 W/B

OPT5 W/B/N

MOD144 W/B

MOD 144 W/B/N

MOD466 W/B

MOD466 W/B/N

TABLE 1" SUMMARY OF SONIC BOOM AND AERODYNAMICS

75 150 300 600 _//_/ CL CD
P (Ibs/ft2) P 0bs/ft2) P (lbs/ft2) P 0bs/ft2) ////

9"//A <//,,;,
o.io 
o.11 .oo o2.55 2.66 2.73

1.95/1.95 2.24 2.41 2.41 _'////_ 0.105 .0071

1.68/1.67 1.64/1.92 1.64/2.08 1.66/2.19 //////_/ 0.105 .0072

1.68/2.05 1.64/2.38 2.55 2.59 .... 0.110 .0081

Note: Two Numbers: Multi-Shock Signature

Single Number: N-Wave

Alpha

2.0

2.0

2.4

2.5

2.5
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COMPARISON OF EXTRAPOLATION METHODOLOGIES

All of the preceding optirnizations and analyses were based on the Thomas atmospheric
extrapolation method to obtain the ground sonic boom signatures. A more recently developed
methodology contained within the MDBOOM code has been identified by NASA as a possible
improvement to the extrapolation methodology. M'DBOOM was originally developed by K.
Plotkin of Wyie Laboratories (see Ref. 5) and updated or modified by J. Morgenstem of
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace. MDBOOM, unlike the Thomas code, uses near-field data on a

cylinder of constant radius to obtain extrapolated ground signatures. The Thomas ANET code
uses a single two-dimensionai near-field signature as input.

Version 2.3 of MDBOOM was preliminarily exercised on some of the near-field CFD flow
field data previously described in tiffs paper. Figure 19 shows some MDBOOM ground

signatures for both the reference OPT5 and the MOD446 wing-body configurations extrapolated
from three cylinders with radii of ;75, 150, and 300 feet. For the reference OPT5 configuration, an
N-wave results similar to the Thomas prediction. The nose overpressure varies from 2.71 to 2.78
lbs/ft2. Unlike the Thomas code where the pressure increases with extrapolation distance, the
MDBOOM results indicate no consistent trend. The MDBOOM nose overpressures are higher
than those predicted by the Thomas ANET method by about .1 to .2 lbs/ft2 (see Fig. 3d). Figure
19b shows a similar plot of MDBOOM ground signatures for the MOD446 wing-body
configuration. MDBOOM results show significantly less sensitivity to extrapolation distance in
comparison to the Thomas code (Fig. 11).

Figure 19 MDBOOM ground signature predictions.
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Figure 20 shows a further comparison between the ground signatures predicted by
MDBOOM and the ANET codes. These signatures were all extrapolated using a distance of 300
feet. Figure 20a shows a comparison for the reference OPT5 wing-body configuration. The
MDBOOM nose overpressure is higher than that predicted by the Thomas ANET method. Figure
20b shows a similar comparison for the MOD446 wing-body configuration. MDBOOM predicts
higher pressures and more coalescence than the Thomas ANET code. A 10% reduction in

maximum sonic boom overpressure is predicted by MDBOOM for the MOD446 wing-body
configuration in comparison to the 15% reduction predicted by the Thomas method.
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Figure 20 Comparison of MDBOOM and Thomas ANET predictions of ground pressure signatures.
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CONCLUSIONS

The figurebelow lists the conclusionsandlessonslearnedin thispreliminarydesign study
aimed at reducing the ground sonic boom of the Douglas OPT5 configuration.

Preliminary Conclusions & Future Work

• Sonic Boom of OPT5 Douglas Wing-Body Configuration Reduced More Than 15% by:

- Wing Dihedral

- Wing Thickness Distribution & Airfoil Shape (LE)
- Fuselage Camber

• Aerodynamic Efficieny Retained If Not Slightly Improved

• Two Ways to Reduce Boom: 1) Reduce Shock Strength
2) Prevent Coalescence

• Preventing Coalescence will Depend on Accuracy of Atmospheric Propagation Method

- highly sensitive to Lift Coefficient

Thomas ANET code:

- results highly dependent on extrapolation distance
MDBOOM:

- less dependency on extrapolation distance

- more difficult to use and implement in design process
- predicts higher pressures and more coalescence
- reduced boom reduction from 15 to 10%

• Future Improvements:

- Carry out design optimization at h/1 >0.25 (e.g. 0.50 or 1.0) or

- Replace Thomas ANET extrapolation with MDBOOM

• Future Studies:

- Compare Atmospheric Propagation Methods on These Configurations
- Thomas, MDBOOM, & others
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POTENTIAL FOR SONIC BOOM REDUCTION OF THE
2.4-H5085 ARROW WING HSCT

John M. Morgenstern
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

Long Beach, CA

INTRODUCTION

Preliminary human acceptability studies of sonic booms indicate that supersonic flight is unlikely to
be acceptable even at noise levels significantly below 1994 low boom designs (reference 1, p.
288). Further, these low boom designs represent considerable changes to baseline configurations,
and changes translate into additional effort and uncertain structural weight penalties that may
provide no annoyance benefit, increasing the risk of including low boom technology. Since over
land sonic boom designs were so risky (and yet the acceptability studies highlight how annoying
sonic booms are), boom softening studies were undertaken to reduce the boom of baseline

configurations using minor modifications that would not significantly change the designs. The
goal of this work is to reduce boom levels over water. Even though Concorde over water boom
has not been found to have any adverse environmental impact, boom levels for baseline HSCT
designs are 50% higher in overpressure than the Concorde (due to a doubling in configuration
weight with only a 50% increase in length).
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The objective of FY95 softening studies was to determine the potential for sonic boom softening of
Technology Concept baseline candidates to determine if there is a preference from boom softening
technology that needs to be considered in candidate selection. Brainstorming on ways to reduce

the sonic boom without major configuration changes lead to the following list of options to
investigate:

BOOM SOFTENING OPTIONS

Small Modifications
Different trim/tail loading
Wing dihedral
Fuselage camber
Outboard wing sweep (also in planform study)
Increased wing area

Moderate Modifications
Planform variations from planform study
Canard/3-surface
Fuselage length
Shaping of front shock using area/lift distribution
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With manytradestudiesto perform, amethodwasneededto rapidly designand optimizemany
differentconfigurationvariations. In orderto makefair comparisons,configurationswould need
to bebrought to the samelevelof optimizationandrefinementasthebaseline. For example,re-
arearuling to insurethatbothbaselineandsofteneddesignshaveanoptimizeddragincrement,and
increasingdihedraledwingt/c in thez-directionby 1/cosineof thedihedralangleto insurethatthe
thicknessof the rotatedwing remainsthe same. Rapid designoptimizationand sonic boom
assessmentswere doneby integratingthe latestmodified-lineartheory sonic boom prediction
improvements,including3-D lift andvolumeintegrationandEuier CFD nacelleinterferencelift,
into ahighlyautomatedmethod. The automatedmethodlinks linear theorylift, volume,andtrim
optimizationto producefinal aerodynamicand sonic boom levels from simple inputs such as
sweep, t/c, wing area,and fuselageareaconstraints. This method has been validatedand
calibratedasthestandarddesigntool atMcDonnellDouglas.Theefficiencyof this methodallows
throughrefinementof softeningtrades.

PlanformsA, B, and J (from HSR's TechnologyIntegrationPlanform Study, figure 1) were
analyzedfor sonicboomwith theresultssummarizedin table1below.

Table 1

Since the Arrow wing Planform A had the lowest noise, it's planform was kept as the baseline for
boom softening trades.
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After analyzing the proposed boom softening configuration changes the following options were
found to be effective at reducing boom and were selected for integration into a final softened
configuration: shaping, dihedral, wing area increase, and alternate trimming.

To begin the boom softening process, the 'F' function [F(x))] of the baseline, figure 2, was
examined to see where improvements could be made. For the initial '_o Shaping" case below, a
large nacelle shock can be seen at 180 feet. An update in the nacelle pylon weight equation allowed
the nacelles to be moved aft to reduce the shock they generate with less of a weight penalty. This
substantially reduces the nacelle shock as seen in the "Nacelles Aft" F(x) data. Additionally, the
nacelle shaping was employed by reducing the cowl lip angle to 3 degrees, further reducing the
nacelle shock strength and lowering drag 1.4 counts. Both of the changes were found to improve
overall performance in addition to sonic boom, so they were incorporated as a baseline update and
used as a starting point for the following trades. Boom changes in psf are shown in table 2 and in
figure 3.

Nacelles Sha

Table 2

r(x)
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Dihedral had shown potential for reducing the nacelle and wing shock strength. However, the
improved starting point from shaping did not yield the boom reductions with dihedral seen before

shaping was applied. The dihedral numbers describe, in order, the average angle from the wing
root to the inboard engine span station, inboard engine to the outboard engine span station, and
outboard engine to wing tip. (Note that dihedraled wing thickness and lift were maintained,
requiring a slight increase in span and lift in the dihedraled plane.) Figure 4 shows a little
improvement was gained undertrack and almost nothing off-track with these or other dihedral
options, so the baseline dihedral was retained.

5°,5°,-2°(baseline)
5o,10o,-2 °

1.16 1.65 2.23 2.64 2.83

1.14 1.63 2.25 2.62 2.80

5°,15°,-2 ° 1.13 1.64 2.24 2.61 2.72

Sonic Boom Carpet - Dihedral Trade

3.00

Average dihedral angle

root-eng,eng-eng,eng-tip

2.50

2.00

; 1.50

1.00

0.50
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-5( -45 -30 -15
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0

Phi
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Figure 4
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The poor results with dihedral, relative to other studies, motivated further investigation. It was
found that while dihedral stretched out the lift distribution reducing lift-per-foot and lift shock
strength (figure 5), holding t/c actually increased shock strength due to area (as seen by the F
function due to area) shown in figure 6 lessening the softening due to dihedral. Additionally, off-
track lift distribution actually became more compressed due to dihedral.
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Figure 5 above, and 6 below
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Additionally,off-trackdistributionactuallybecamemorecompresseddueto dihedral (figure 7).

LIF-_ PER FOUl-
PHI -----.30
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Wing area changes also produced no improvement in sonic boom, figure 8, for this Arrow Wing
design, so the integrated configuration wing area was sized for best performance. Increasing the
wing area did not result in a lower cruise CL; rather, mission performance optimization has the
airplane fly higher to maintain maximum L/D. Further, this fuselage's area constraints seemed to
make unfavorable area changes with larger wing areas, especially at 8,950 sq. ft. Multivariable
optimization of fuselage area and camber coupled with increases in wing area may find a more
favorable trend for increasing wing area.

Table 4

Boom C_ Chad 2

2.23 2.83

3.00

Sonic Boom Carpet - Wing Area Trade
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3O 45 56

Figure 8
8/29/95
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Alternatetrimming proved beneficial at reducing boom off-track as well as maintainingits
improvementin combinationwith otheroptions,figure 9. In contrastwith dihedral, the canard
seemedespeciallyeffectiveat reducingboom off-trackwherethewing shockis weaker. The 3-
surfaceseemedtojust furtherspreadout thelift andallowaslightlyhigherloadon thecanard.

Table 5

Boom Ca_ Chin13

3.00
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1.00
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0.00

-56 -45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 56

Phi

Figure 9
8/29/95
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The F function below (figure 10) shows how the canard adds a spike on the front of the signature
and shifts some of the wing lift from the apex to the outboard wing. Both of these changes help to
reduce the front shock strength. The 3-surface F funtion illustrates how the extra lift from the
horizontal tail has reduced the lift on the wing, further reducing the front shock and angle-of-
attack, and spreading the signature out.
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The f'mal softened configuration integrates shaping and 3-surface trimming yielding an 8%
reduction from the baseline in the final, sized numbers shown below. Boom levels are listed for

the whole sonic boom carpet (about 47 miles wide cutoff to cutoff) from near cutoff at phi of 56 to
undertrack at phi of 0.
SONIC BOOM

Table 6

The performance of the softened configuration is very similar to the baseline. The major change
with the switch to a 3-surface trim concept carries a little load at the nose and tail. Trim deflections
were optimized for maximum trimmed L/D but the wing twist and camber were not changed to
account for the canard downwash. The 3-surface trimmed IED at the Mach 2.4 cruise condition

was just 0.5% lower resulting in about 80% of the 7,000 lb. MTOGW increase shown below.
PERFORMANCE

Table 7

A picture of the 3-surface design is shown below:
5EI3TNO
o- 1

e- 2

a- 5

O- 5

a- 7
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SUMMARY

Shaping and alternate trimming were used to
reduce the 2.4-H5085 (Planform A) Arrow Wing
baseline sonic boom overpressures 10% across
the entire boom carpet.

Performance analysis of the softened design
resulted in less than a 1% increase in MTOGW.

2.6 psf overpressure is still much higher than the
2.0 psf Concorde. To go much lower is likely to
require multiple front shock signatures,

P_PEP_NCES

, Darden, Christine M., "Progress in Sonic-Boom Understanding: Lessons Learned and
Next Steps." NASA CDCP-1001, October 1994, pp. 269-292.
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